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Public attitudes toward the growing use of data and technology in every aspect of 
our lives are fast-changing. At Future Care Capital, we seek to support policy-makers 
and practitioners and, crucially, our beneficiaries to navigate these developments in 
relation to health and social care. There are, of course, many possible futures. Some 
scenarios we encounter in the course of horizon-scanning can inspire life-changing 
advancements, whereas others may seem dystopian and ‘one step beyond’ that which 
most of us deem within our comfort zone.

Only one thing is certain: change is inevitable and new technology will be a key 
driving force in this transformation.

Our tolerance for change will, of course, differ subject to the context in which 
we encounter new and emergent technologies. Public attitudes will no doubt impact 
on investment in the development of these technologies as well as the regulatory 
framework put in place to support their deployment: how people encounter cutting-
edge treatments and technologies in health and care as they enter the collective psyche 
is of critical importance.

Broad-ranging examples of technologies are already deployed in health and social 
care to positive effect – ranging from sensors in IoT (the Internet of Things) devices 
that prolong independent living and virtual reality for pain management to diagnostics 
and drug discovery underpinned by machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI). 
Others, such as quantum computing and large-scale simulation technology, remain at 
a relatively early stage in development and are therefore more challenging for people 
to imagine.

Science fiction routinely draws inspiration from technology (as well as inspiring 
technological developments in its own right) – whether we think about William 
Gibson introducing the concept of “cyberspace” in Neuromancer, Isaac Asimov’s 
laws of robotics in iRobot or Margaret Atwood’s concepts of genetic engineering in 
Oryx and Crake. So, we wondered: could it help people to explore the ways in which 
a range of new technologies might shape health and care futures? Could it serve as a 
provocation for dialogue amongst those we routinely encounter? Could it also bring 
to life some of the leading-edge work underway around the world to transform how 
we approach illness and empower people to live independently for as long as possible 
for new audiences? We decided to find out.

We expect the now infamous statement of mathematician Dr. Ian Malcolm 
from Jurassic Park is likely to crop up at regular intervals: “…your scientists were so 
preoccupied with whether or not they could, they didn’t stop to think if they should”.

Our year-long ‘thought experiment’
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As we walked along Penny Lane we saw a stack of Oz magazines burning.
Liverpool was quiet that evening. Dad had tears in his eyes as he passed his hand 

through the smoke, shrugged his shoulders, and said, “Goodbye.”
I didn’t know what to expect. We were a typical British family, so Dad brought 

us up to hide more than we showed. There’d been occasions in the past – a couple of 
funerals, my sister Ellen’s wedding – when there’d been tears, but those were exceptions. 
So why had Dad chosen to do this... and in Liverpool?

He wore a tatty old tie-dye shirt and jeans, his white hair loose around his 
shoulders, his beard and moustache combo still showing a few dark hairs. We’d all 
seen the photos from the sixties, when he and Mum went to the Isle Of Wight festival 
and saw Jimi Hendrix. We knew his style. As I watched him walk to the end of Penny 
Lane he seemed half that young man, half this old man.

But I suppose that was the idea.
We didn’t know Liverpool’s street layout, so we just followed him. At the end of 

Penny Lane he halted and glanced up. I followed suit, and behind the clouds I thought 
I saw a yellow shape, like a fat aeroplane... then it was gone. Tears streamed down 
Dad’s cheeks.

I began to feel nervous. This was so unlike Dad, unlike our family. He’d never 
spoken about the end. Then Ellen touched my shoulder and said, “It’s what he wants.”

I nodded. My sister was the one most in touch with her feelings, and she’d always 
had a special understanding of Dad and his ways. Yet I wondered if even she’d not 
expected this.

I turned around to survey the crowd. There were forty at least. Brave people, most 
of them Dad’s age. Would this walk through Liverpool influence their own choices?

Dad halted in front of a gate made from corroded steel bars. A sign said: Strawberry 
Fields. This one, I recognised. This was the Lennon one. I knew the Beatles of course, 
and had grown up with them because of Dad, though their music wasn’t my kind 
of thing. But for Dad, these Liverpool locations were inextricably entwined with his 
identity. I began to realise then what this trek was all about.
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As we watched, the sign detached and floated into the air, the gate following 
moments later. Distant music – a swarmandal, a brass section, McCartney’s unique 
flute mellotron – drifted down the street to enfold us in nostalgia. Then Strawberry 
Fields, that entire place, walls, bushes, trees and all, rose from the ground and ascended 
into the sky. There was no noise of destruction, no wrenching of tree roots, no smash 
and tumble of bricks, just the stately ascent of Lennon’s turf into the blue, blue sky, 
where it darkened, faded, then vanished.

Dad wept, and Ellen went to hug him.
I stood still, not sure what to do. My brother James glanced at me, but at once 

looked away. He was indifferent, I guessed. In a terse email he’d told me and Dad that 
he was only attending because he was curious about the technology.

Some of the crowd behind us also cried – old men, old women.
James, unmarried, stood alone. Ellen’s two children looked a bit scared.
My wife Ceri stood a little way back, our kids Billy and Rhiannon at her side. 

We’d agreed before arriving that I should stand apart, ready for Dad if he needed me. 
Now though, that didn’t seem such a good plan, so I waved Ceri and the kids forward 
and we stood together as we watched Dad and Ellen.

Dad walked to the end of the street, turning the corner. We followed, pretty 
quick, anxious to keep up. I didn’t look away to see what had happened to the 
location formerly occupied by Strawberry Fields. Moments later, we walked into  
Golden Gate Park.

This was more my sort of place – I’d worked for a couple of years in San Francisco, 
and knew the reputation of the city. We followed Dad as he wandered through the 
park towards Hippie Hill, and as I looked around I thought I saw the ghost of Harrison 
watching us. Then the shade vanished. I glanced at Ceri, knowing from the expression 
on her face that she’d also seen Harrison. This was all planned.

I felt apprehensive then. Seeing Dad cry made me think I ought to be crying too. 
But I was of the generation below my Dad – Liverpool, Oz, the Beatles and Golden 
Gate Park didn’t have the resonance for me that they had for him. Anxiety filled me. 
Not knowing how to react, I began to feel exposed: Dad’s eldest son, whom everyone 
would be watching.

I felt sad, yet not weepy-sad. I felt nervous.
Ceri held my hand. Thank goodness. She understood.
“Oh, yes, I can tell you something,” she said, winking at me.
“He still believes in peace and love,” I replied. “That’s what he’s telling us.”
“One of the things, yes,” she said.
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As the unmistakeable voice of Scott McKenzie drifted down from Hippie Hill, I 
noticed both Dad and Ellen had flowers in their hair. Wanting to identify with him, 
to empathise, I plucked a few blooms from the fronds around me and set them in my 
own hair and in Ceri’s. She smiled at me.

“It’s not just about being sad,” she said. “He wants us to accept the legacy. He 
wants us to be inspired.”

“Do you think that’s what this is all about?”
She looked away. “It’s about many things,” she replied.
I heard a hint of disappointment in her voice. Concerned, I pondered her words. 

She was right, of course. Why was I limiting this experience to one thing, one motive, 
one point? Life was a multitude of experiences. So should Dad’s thing be also.

As we walked out of Golden Gate Park it buckled, twisted, then rose a few feet. 
Moments later the entire park ascended, rising en masse into the sky, which in response 
darkened as it accepted the land. Then, as that tiny silhouette became a black point 
and vanished, the sky turned blue and whole again.

Before us, we saw an ugly scar. Nothing had replaced Golden Gate Park; and I 
knew the same applied in Liverpool. Nothing could replace Strawberry Fields. Nothing 
could replace Hippie Hill in Golden Gate Park. No dream had come along to replace 
peace and love.

My Dad wept again, and Ellen hugged him.
Still I felt unsure of what to do. James caught my gaze, but as before he looked 

away at once. He appeared uncomfortable – embarrassed, I thought. He stood further 
away now. It was clear to me though that the occasion was having a far greater impact 
on him than he’d guessed.

I studied the great scar. This, I knew, was part of Dad’s point. The innocent beauty 
of Golden Gate Park and all it represented had gone, forever, and all that remained 
was a dark, brooding, hideous scar.

I felt cold.
Nearby I saw Haight Street rising into the air, soaring into sunshine, darkening 

as it rose, then fading and vanishing. The whole Ashbury district followed. In various 
regions of San Francisco dark shadows lay where once there had been rainbows and 
light, darkness that was the cultural effluvia of social scars.

I comprehended then what Dad’s young years meant to him. I grasped the scale 
of the thing he was saying goodbye to. I felt chastened. He had lived a life.

Then he turned to us and said, “I want to go home now.” He paused, glancing 
back at the city. “The dream is over.”
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As he spoke, I’m sure I heard an echo of Lennon’s voice saying the same thing.
We hurried across a road and turned into a street. Halfway along I saw a white 

VW Beetle and a zebra crossing, which Dad led us across. Though his face was wet 
with tears, there was an ironic grin there also, and maybe a twinkle in his eye. The rest 
of the family crossed, then the crowd too, and they began to chatter to one another 
as they did. I noticed that a lot of the older people smiled, and even laughed as they 
skipped along the zebra crossing. One man took his shoes off. I knew a joke was being 
relayed from one old hippie to another. Paul’s alive!

I smiled. Understanding that this wasn’t meant to be a sad part, I grinned at the 
man as he put his shoes back on. Ceri squeezed my hand.

Then Dad said, “This is where it ends. I said goodbye. Now we have to return. 
But before we do... one last thing.”

A hush descended over the street. Not sure what to do, I studied the graffiti on 
the wall outside a large building, which Dad now stood in front of. It was, I realised, 
a recording studio. Then Dad raised his arms and gave a few waves, whereupon the 
strains of La Marseillaise sounded, played by an invisible brass band.

I knew the imminent song, of course, but then to my amazement Dad began to 
sing. At first he sang just one word, repeated a few times: Love. His voice was weak, 
and for a few moments he was well out of tune, but then his singing became stronger. 
I stared, watching his bearing change from that of an old man to the vibrant youth 
he’d once been. As they realised what was happening, the crowd joined in. The lyrics 
to the song appeared on the front door of the recording studio, glowing golden bright 
in evening gloom, and everybody who knew the tune sang, me included. Amongst 
the crowd there was not a single dry eye.

The beautiful song ended with a single refrain, repeated by Dad, us, and the 
crowd in unison.

The music faded.
Twilight deepened into night.
I reached up and removed my VR headset.
Dad lay half-comatose in bed, his long hair flowing out across the pillow, his 

mouth open, tongue lolling, as he continued to speak the words of the song. Near 
me other members of the family removed their own VR headsets. I glanced around, 
wiping my cheeks with a tissue. Some of the people further back I recognised – old 
hippies in the virtual crowd, Dad’s closest friends from the sixties. Ceri sat next to 
me, our kids behind us.

The life support AI whispered to itself as machinery ticked and gurgled. Blue 
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traces flickered across curved computer screens. Two nurses stood at the rear of the 
room, their hands clasped in front of them, faces solemn.

Ellen stood and leaned over the bed, pulling the pillow up then removing Dad’s 
VR headset. One of the nurses hurried forward, then she and Ellen lifted and pulled 
Dad a little, so that he could sit up and, as best he could, face us. The nurse wiped 
tears from his cheeks, patting his mouth with the tissue then retreating.

“Thank you all for coming,” he said.
His voice was weak; I strained to hear him. But his eyes were clear, and I knew he 

was lucid. I glanced at Ceri as she dabbed a tissue at her eyes. Behind me Rhiannon 
also cried, but Billy just looked frightened. I turned back.

“I’ve spent most of my life avoiding pain and sadness,” Dad continued. “When I 
thought back, and realised that, I decided to do something different when it came to 
the end.” He smiled. “Something out of character.” He coughed. “For an old British 
hippie, anyway.”

He reached out to the glass of water at his side, which Ellen picked up, placing it 
at his lips so he could take a sip. I felt nervous, embarrassed too, that Dad was actually 
speaking to us.

“I don’t believe in an afterlife,” he said, looking at me, “so I got in touch with a 
humanist chap called Paul. This isn’t a VR charade, it’s a living funeral.”

He looked up at Ellen, then across the room at one of the old men. I saw the man 
who’d taken off his shoes nod once, then smile.

After a few moments Dad continued, “Then I thought... what a shame that I 
couldn’t be at my own funeral, in part, you know... to invite people and show them 
what they’d really meant to me. I knew that would be difficult for most people, but I 
wanted to face the truth – the good and the sad – and get it out in the open. For all 
of us. Not just me.”

He paused, breathing deep.
“So in the end I decided to go for a living funeral. It’s more meaningful p’raps 

than an ordinary one. I designed it all, you know, mostly for myself, but also for you 
all... friends, and, I suppose, family. Not that there’s any hippies in my offspring.”

He glanced at James, then at me.
Silence.
I said, “I understand Dad. Peace and love, the basic message. That’s something 

we’ll always remember.”
He shrugged. “I doubt it. The world’s moved on. That’s why I wanted to say a last 

goodbye to everything that really meant something. To me and all my friends... the 
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last of the old guard. Songs... live on.”
I nodded. “It means something to me. But I haven’t really had the opportunity 

to show it.”
He glanced at me, then across at James. “No,” he said. “We did a lot of that in our 

family, not showing things. It’s another reason I decided to have a living funeral.”
Ellen gave him a second sip of water.
“Everybody who’s here means something to me, and I want them to know it. You 

can be sad or happy about that as you see fit. I don’t mind. But, you see... none of you 
would have known if I’d just had an ordinary funeral. After I got my diagnosis I came 
to realise that death is part of life, and you have to accept that. It’s not just the event at 
the end, it’s an integral part of the whole thing. You live, you die. So a living funeral 
seemed right. It seemed meaningful. And... perhaps we’ve lost a lot of meaning in 
the modern world. Too much meaning. The awful thing is... we’re pretty much dead 
without it. That’s what gave me the inspiration for designing my living funeral.”

James glanced at me, shifting in his chair. He said, “What do we do afterwards?”
Dad stared at him. “In Japan,” he said, “people who’ve had a living funeral expect 

nothing afterwards – including a funeral. So I suppose you can do what you like. This 
is the funeral, James.”

James nodded, but said nothing.
“You look a bit embarrassed, James.”
James shrugged. “I’m sorry I wrote that email to you. I didn’t realise it was going 

to be like this. Now we’ve done it... I wouldn’t have missed this for the world.”
Dad glanced at me.
I looked at him, but I felt I’d already said what meant most to me. Nevertheless, 

I sensed he wanted something, some word or two to connect us one final time.
I said, “Peace and love. It will always mean something to some people.”
He nodded. “Ellen will stay with me,” he said. “Thanks again for  

coming. Goodbye.”
He closed his eyes.
Ellen sat down at his side, and for a moment I thought she’d reach out to hold 

his hand. But she didn’t.
Then Ceri tugged me away. Already the people at the rear of the room were 

leaving. I watched them go, then looked at James. He turned away.
“James,” I said.
He turned back. “What?”
He didn’t seem happy. I said, “He’s awake, he’s listening to us. He wants our 

response. So far, all we’ve done is attend his funeral.”
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He looked distressed. “I messed up,” he said. “Do you think Dad’ll forgive me 
for sending that email?”

“Of course he will.”
James nodded, biting his lower lip and looking at Dad. “I’ve got an idea,” he said. 

“I need to show him I really do care, and I’m glad I came here.”
“What idea?” I asked.
James took my hand and walked me back to the bed. “All of us,” he said, “the 

whole family, we need to touch him all together. Then we’ll have a last memory of our 
own, a family memory to take away with us.”

“I’m not sure Dad wants that,” I said. “He designed the whole thing. It’s over now. 
Anything we did would be interference.”

“But we’re participants,” he insisted. “Come on, just this one final thing. Then we 
can all leave, and the living funeral really will be over.”

I hesitated, looking at Ellen, who held my gaze. But then I realised James spoke 
true. He’d been touched by the living funeral – he’d been changed, as had I. So I said, 
“You’re right, let’s do it. You, me, and the whole family.”

Dad didn’t open his eyes. I glanced over, to see that he was still breathing. The 
AI monitor beeped. Still alive.

We all stood around Dad’s bed and reached out. Part of me wanted to look away 
or shut my eyes so that I was shielded from the emotion, but I forced myself to look. 
Dad hardly moved. To this day I don’t know if a smile played across his lips or some 
other accidental motion. I didn’t cry, or even want to cry. It wasn’t that kind of moment 
– more about bonds than fading bonds. I hoped Billy and Rhiannon especially would 
be touched by the message of peace and love.

Then we all stepped back and shuffled away from the bed. I held Ceri’s hand and 
Billy’s as I walked away.

It was over.
He’d said goodbye.
We’d all said goodbye, and he was there to hear us.
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Alice performs ten movements in twenty-five minutes, including two strong  
kicks, plus a shoulder roll and what I can only describe as a shiver. I am so proud of 
her. She flexes the muscles in her arms, more so than yesterday. And with her hands 
relaxed, her fingers curled inwards, she looks as though she’s play-boxing. I make a 
note—10 in 25—in her activity diary, just as the doctor ordered.

Noah turns to me and grins. “I’ve been looking forward to this all day, watching 
her movements, and counting,” he says. “Let’s do it again.” We always do.

This has become our routine since Alice turned twenty-eight weeks. Noah and 
I sit together at home twice a day and check her activity—specifically, how long it 
takes for her to make ten movements of any kind. We view her, at many times her 
actual size, on our sitting room screen. Alice in her dream state—a live feed from a 
camera focussed on our baby in her baby-bag, fifteen miles away in a gestation ward. 
Alice in a clear plastic womb of sorts, gestating in a fluid close to natural amniotic, 
her umbilical cord connected to a plastic tube. Her own little heart pumping the 
flow of blood. And an overhead monitor with flickering green and red against black, 
revealing her vital signs.

“She’s always more lively in the evening, isn’t she?” I say. “I reckon they feed extra 
nutrients to her at this time to simulate a mother’s evening meal.” 

While at work today I tried to check on Alice and her activity because she seemed 
a little sluggish yesterday. But the office was manic. I slipped out at lunchtime to buy 
a sandwich and took a quick peek at her on my phone. She seemed fine and, to be 
honest, I’m glad I didn’t make an actual count. It’s something Noah and I enjoy doing 
together.

We sit side by side and watch for any movement. I place one hand on my belly, and 
when Alice kicks I imagine her kicking inside me. Or at least I try. I don’t tell Noah 
I’m imagining this because he might feel left out, or he may wonder if I’m regretting 
our decision. 

When I look back it all seemed so rushed, and I wish now I’d insisted on waiting 
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another week or two. I should have stood firm, because it seemed unfair to migrate 
the baby before I felt her first kick. My preemptive caesarean occurred at twenty-two 
weeks. Alice left me behind. She became free, to reach her ideal birth weight, with 
perfect nutrition, in the gestation ward. 

Just one kick. That’s all I asked for. 
“It’s so much better being able to see her,” I tell Noah in a show of solidarity. He 

leans towards me and kisses my forehead. His gentleness breaks me, and I wipe away 
tears. We met only three years ago and didn’t expect children to come our way. Our 
Alice. My first pregnancy. When Alice is born, I will be forty-six years old.

My doctor referred me straightaway to the hospital. An automatic referral, she said. 
Standard practice for a person of advanced maternal age. At the initial appointment, 
the consultant talked me through the elevated risks of older mothers giving birth 
prematurely. His tone seemed to say, Look how much you and your baby could cost 
us. At the second appointment, he looked at my scans and repeated his concerns. It’s 
difficult to argue when you are lying on your back on a gurney. He stood over me 
with a nurse by his side. I asked, “What about the danger in transferring the foetus? 
You seem to be swapping one risk for another risk.” I am sure the nurse tutted. The 
consultant, his hands spread, seemed too nervous to lower them onto my modest 
bump, as though the simple act of touching might precipitate disaster. He didn’t trust 
me, he didn’t trust my body to hold onto my baby. He kept on about “the appalling 
chronic conditions” visited upon a child born super-premature. I told the consultant 
that I felt perfectly healthy and preferred to take the risk, to carry the pregnancy. I 
remember the way his top lip curled. He said, “Do you really think that’s the correct 
attitude? We must do what’s best for the baby.” 

With his hands flat on my belly, he told me that one day most babies would 
gestate from conception in an artificial womb. “But for now—” he sighed “—we must 
do what we can for high-risk cases. Migration to a baby-bag is a huge step forward.”

Noah and I go to bed early because tomorrow is visiting day. Noah often likes to 
be little spoon. But tonight, and most nights since I became pregnant, he’s big spoon 
to my little one. He squeezes me tight, kisses me on my neck. “One more sleep,” he 
says. And we both giggle. Momentarily, I glean a premonition of a house filled with 
laughter when Alice arrives. 

Only two months to wait. Sixty-three days to be precise. We will attend the birth—
the opening of the bag. The umbilical will be cut and clamped exactly as happens 
with a natural delivery. 
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On my bedside table, I keep a small screen linked to the camera feed from the 
ward. I kiss my fingertips and touch the screen. “See you soon, Alice. Sleep tight and 
I’ll sing to you tomorrow, something new.” 

Earlier in the day, I recorded myself singing a song—one I’d considered cheesy 
until recently. I emailed the recording to Alice’s playlist, now full of similarly cheesy 
songs that now completely melt me. I close my eyes. Together forever.

If I wake in the night, I will gaze at her for a few moments before slipping  
back to sleep. 

We sign in, sanitise, show our parent badges to two security guards and enter 
the baby ward. We see Alice in the hospital only once a week, and this is our ninth 
visit. If I had a choice, I would come here every day, but the hospital restricts the 
number of parents in the baby ward at any one time. So, for six days of the week, my 
chest aches with the loneliness caused by our separation—a voluntary, if not totally 
willing, separation. During the six non-visiting days of the week, I distract myself by 
working extra hours and pounding the treadmill at the gym. Anything to speed from  
one visit to the next.

As we enter, a nurse approaches us through the semi-darkness of the ward and 
leads us to Alice. She’s in a different bay to her usual one, with five other foetuses rather 
than the usual four. A familiar anxiety breaks surface. I check the labels attached to 
her baby-bag. 

“It’s definitely Alice,” says Noah. 
“Just checking.”
He thinks I worry too much. And I know the hospital has systems and processes 

that everyone deems fail-safe. But, to me, it’s easy to imagine a mix-up. I don’t 
understand how Noah can be so trusting. After all, full-term babies look similar to 
one another, so these foetuses must be difficult to differentiate for the medical staff. 

“We can tell it’s Alice now. Look at those ears. Just like mine, poor thing,” he 
says. It’s true. There’s no mistaking those ears. 

I don’t tell him, but I suspect my anxiety over a mix-up has a deeper root. The 
way I see it, if I gave birth the normal way, I’d know for sure that the baby was mine. 
As soon as the baby was delivered, I’d hold her. There could be no doubt. 

The nurse says, “Alice is doing so well. No problems at all. She seems very sensitive 
to touch this week.”

I step forward and place my fingertips against her back. Her legs make a cycling 
motion. I want the nurse to leave us. I don’t want anyone to speak. 
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“She hasn’t much room. What happens if she grows too big for the bag?”  
asks Noah.

“She’ll be fine,” says the nurse. “It gets pretty cramped in a real womb.” 
Noah says, “We posted a new recording this morning.”
“Well, I’ll leave the three of you to enjoy it. I’m at the other end of the ward with 

some new arrivals. Just wave if you need me.”
I glance across and notice, at the far side of the ward, a row of baby-bags arranged 

close together without any separation into bays. I wonder if Alice’s move is part of 
some reorganisation.

Noah pulls over two chairs and we sit as close as we can to Alice. We lean forward 
and take an earpiece each. After a few minutes of older recordings, the new song 
begins. I laugh, embarrassed, when my voice fails to hit the top note. And at the same 
moment Alice’s limbs seem to quiver as though she’s excited.

“Look at her. She loves it,” says Noah.
We take it in turns to place a palm on the bag, close to Alice’s body. And as Noah 

removes his palm, Alice appears to swim. I reach out, touch the bag and feel her elbow 
press against the ball of my thumb. My voice misses the top note again. 

Yes, better days lie ahead. This is the sweetest moment, and I bend down so that 
my face is an inch away from Alice. 

“Better say our goodbyes soon,” says Noah. “Visiting time is nearly over.” On 
cue, the nurse appears. “Not rushing you, but another parent is due to visit this bay 
in ten minutes,” she says. 

We overlapped with another parent last time, and I felt uncomfortable sharing 
the space. I always feel self-conscious when other parents are around even though 
we’re all in the same boat. It’s obvious that I’m an older mother, and so it’s clear that 
I had little choice. But the young mother I met last time seemed eager to tell me she 
had no choice either—cancer treatment. Questions otherwise hang in the air, and 
I’m sure we’re all aware of them. Is your baby-bag strictly necessary? Did you fake a 
phobia about childbirth? Did you want a baby-bag to protect your career? 

“Are you reorganising the ward?” I ask the nurse. “I’m wondering why Alice 
has been moved. And I see there’s a row of baby-bags, which you haven’t grouped  
into bays.” 

“Just temporary. A bit of overspill from the ward next door. That’s the ward that 
doesn’t receive visitors.” 

She raises her eyebrows, and I know she’s referring to terminations, and foetuses 
rescued from chaotic homes.
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“That’s a shame,” I say. “Not having visitors. Is their world silent? No voices  
to listen to.”

The nurse leaned into me. “Unofficially, the nursing staff read stories to them 
and sing songs. We make the recordings on our own time. No one asks us to do it, 
but it only seems fair, doesn’t it?”

I find myself suddenly welling up. “We could share our recordings,  
couldn’t we, Noah?”

He stares at me. Without answering.
“Jeez, that came out of nowhere,” says Noah as we leave the hospital. “I didn’t 

know what to say.” 
“Sorry. It just came out. I felt sorry for them. I mean, why should Alice have 

songs and stories, while they only hear the sounds of the ward—trolleys clunking, 
the nurses chatting to one another. Those foetuses don’t know they’re any different.”

We slip into silence for the journey home. We love our visits to see Alice, but it’s 
a deep dread feeling to leave her behind. An abandonment. 

My own mum says I don’t know how lucky I am. She only had me. A difficult 
birth. She claims I’d have a dozen brothers and sisters if baby-bags had been invented 
sooner. Slight exaggeration, I know. But if Mum has told me once, she has told me 
twenty times that childbirth can’t go on. She mentions the Stone Age. She barely 
listens to me.

Noah places my dinner on the table. He takes care of me even though I’m not 
pregnant, as though my burden has simply shifted from a physical dimension. I carry 
brittleness rather than weight. 

“I keep thinking about the other foetuses. The other babies,” I say. 
“I’m sure they’ll end up in good homes. Listen, let’s do another count before 

bedtime. I think Alice is really responding to your new song.”
I pick at my meal. I’m off my food. No one will ever say to me, You’re eating  

for two now. 

Ten movements in twenty-three minutes. I make a note. Another record breaker.
Noah says, “When she is here, we’ll forget all this. Alice will be born at full term, 

and she’ll look forward to a long, healthy life. We owe her that.”
I want this to be true. But I fear I’ll never lose that feeling of dread when we leave 

our baby with the nurses, strangers really. And I still believe we could have waited. I 
deserved to feel Alice kick. But clearly, it’s not about me.

All I Asked For
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Janie checks her stats several times a day. Steps, blood pressure, heart rate, 
cholesterol, blood glucose... And since the diagnosis, red blood cell count, levels of 
urea, phosphates and potassium, and numerous other things whose names never 
stuck in her brain for more than a few seconds.

Now she sits in the scuffed leather recliner, turned to face the window. She likes 
watching the birds at the feeders when she comes for treatment. The antics of the 
sparrows and starlings, and the way they suddenly disperse when one of the bigger 
bullies, a magpie or a squirrel, muscles in. 

She gets bored easily, though, and now she taps the Trace bracelet and the window’s 
glass phases to a newsfeed, personalised with all her social media favourites.

“Hey, Janie, how’s your ranking?” That was Lloyd sitting at the next window, cute 
as a button and sadly gay as a gay thing. 

Janie taps her Trace again, and her stats scroll over the viewing area on her 
window. 

She can’t bring herself to answer, and it’s Lloyd who finally speaks again. “Not so 
good, huh?”

“Not so good.”
Janie’s ranking is a ballpark figure that tells her how long she has to wait for the 

op, but there are all kinds of complex processes that go into reducing the weighting 
of elements such as need, risk factors, resources and so on into that single ranking. 
There’s also the benefit to society metric that weights the ranking in favour of those 
with the most to give back.

There are good days and bad, and sometimes it’s hard for Janie to understand 
why her ranking fluctuates. 

On good days it’s like when the map tells you your journey is going to take three 
hours and you see that estimate steadily reducing until you make it in two hours fifty. 
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It’s trivial, but being that fraction ahead of the projections makes you feel so good.
Other times, your ranking can plummet over the course of a day. An outbreak of 

respiratory disease at the other end of the country can have knock-on effects on queues 
throughout the National Health Safety Net. A swing in the markets can dramatically 
nudge the algorithms that determine supplies of operating theatres and staff resources. 

Having so little control messes with Janie’s head. Sometimes her thoughts turn 
dark, and it’s as if someone has dimmed the world’s lights. 

Sometimes she finds herself considering all the ways she could end it all. 
Then she catches herself wondering... Just what can her Trace pick up on? And even 

if the device can’t read your actual mind, it can certainly pick up on the physiological 
response to your mental state. Does simply thinking dark thoughts somehow feed into 
Janie’s ranking metrics? By contemplating ending it all, has she reduced her potential 
benefit to society, and so nudged her place in the queue even lower? The world hardly 
needs to be nursing another depressive on the rollercoaster of life.

Paranoid, she knows. But as they say, that doesn’t mean...
Her thoughts are interrupted. A call from her mother. 
She okays it, and the familiar features pop up on the window before her.
“Hey.”
“Hey, Janie. How’s things?”
“Things are good.” She even manages a smile. “Everything’s fine. Not long at all 

before my op, according to my rankings.”
The lie came easily, as it always does.

Next time she emerges from the clinic, Janie spots Lloyd in the park over the 
road, smoking a roll-up. 

“Hey,” she says, joining him on the grass. And then she realises it’s not just a cig, 
but a joint. 

There’s nothing wrong with that, of course. It’s a free world.
But the Trace always knows, and it would feed such anti-health behaviour into 

the stats. A shared joint or a couple of beers would be flagged as a big fat I Don’t Care 
and your ranking for suitability to receive care would plummet. 

“Seriously, dude?” she says to Lloyd, eyebrows raised in what’s meant to be a hard 
stare.

He only giggles in response.
“What about your metrics?”
Now he shrugs. 
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When he offers her a puff, she declines. 
“Come on, Jay,” he says to her. “Surely you cheat your Trace sometimes? How do 

you get by without the occasional spliff?”
She doesn’t answer. She didn’t even know you could cheat the Trace. Is there a 

way around the constant monitoring?
Sometime later, she says, tentatively, “So... How do you...?”
She sees in his eyes that he understands. She’s never done this before. Never 

cheated the system.
“There’s a hack,” he tells her with a lazy, stoned grin. “There’s always a hack.”

What is it they used to drum into you at school? There’s no such thing as a 
good drug. Even the most harmless illicit substance could act as a gateway drug to 
something more heavy.

That’s what it’s like. Not the handful of joints Janie has smoked since Lloyd shared 
the hack, or the moodies he’s passed on to her. 

The hack itself is the gateway drug for her. Because once you’ve cheated the Trace 
once, then why not do it again? Why not look for other hacks?

Sitting in their room at the clinic, with its flowery wallpaper and the picture 
windows overlooking the bird feeders, Janie glances across at Lloyd. He looks chilled, 
and now she knows why he finds it so easy to relax.

“Hey, Lloyd.”
“What’s up?” 
“My ranking. It’s going nowhere.” For weeks now her ranking has been fluctuating 

at around the same level; she’s making no progress towards the op.
“They like it that way, don’t they? There’s more money for the med firms in long-

term care than in fixing us, isn’t there?”
Lloyd has just said out loud what has been nagging at the back of Janie’s mind, 

that there is no way out of this for someone like her. Worse, because if the financial 
metrics in the system change so that the Safety Net can no longer support this kind 
of care, then what will become of her?

“So,” she says to Lloyd. “This hack...” The hack works by modifying the data her 
Trace sends back to the system, checking for warning flags and altering them before 
they’re recorded. An algorithm riding on the back of all the other algorithms.

“Huh?” He seems thrown by the change of tack.
“If it can filter out the illicit substance metrics, then... are there other hacks, too?” 
He smiles now. “There’s always a hack,” he tells her.
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“Hey, Mum.” 
“Hey, Janie. How’s things?” 
“Things are good. Everything’s fine. Not long at all before my op, according to 

my rankings.”
This time the smile is spontaneous, genuine. This time she doesn’t even have to lie. 

She’s never had a ranking so high, and although she still gets days when inexplicable 
fluctuations bump her back down a little, it’s definitely a case of two or three steps 
forward for every step back.

It feels like a game, watching the numbers. Seeing all the smileys and thumbs up. 
She isn’t getting better, of course. She knows that. 
But she’s getting closer to her goal, which is what matters.
Lloyd had set her up with a friend who hacked into her profile. Now, as well as 

the meta-algorithms that filter out records of the occasional joint or mood enhancer, 
there are others that tell the system she’s becoming more unwell, that her treatments 
aren’t working. 

“How long?”
“I don’t know. Months still. It varies. But that’s better than years.”
And even if that goal still isn’t quite within reach, it’s nice to at least feel you’re 

making more progress than not.

“There’s always a hack. Another hack.”
Sitting with Lloyd on the grass in the sun. That smile on his face. Fancying the 

gay guy pretty much sums up Janie’s life, but she doesn’t dwell on that now. She’s 
intrigued by what he’s saying and by the look in his eye.

“Your profile is skewed,” he tells her. “Like it’s calcified by your medical history. 
A few hacks can give you a boost and make you feel better about your place in the 
world, but they’re never going to be enough.”

“But how do you change that? I can hardly change who I am.”
“Oh but you can.” That smile again. “A fresh start, Janie. A clean slate. People 

like us don’t stand a chance. Either you’re happy with the status quo, like me, or you 
need to become somebody else.”

“Identity theft, you mean? I can’t steal someone else’s identity. Someone near the 
top of the rankings... they need to be there. I can’t steal their chance at treatment.”

“Not theft. Not somebody else. A new identity. One customised to play well with 
all the algorithms. I know someone who does this kind of thing. Takes who you are 
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and what your needs are and extrapolates them to a time when everything has got 
worse and you’re at the top of the rankings. It’s an alternative version of you, only 
when things are much worse. You’re not jumping everyone else’s queue; you’re jumping 
your own queue.”

She knows he’s talking double-speak. Knows that however you dress it up, you’re 
bumping someone else back. 

And sometimes it’s so easy just to let him do that.

The jump in rankings wasn’t dramatic at first. Lloyd had warned her about that. 
A sudden spike would always look suspicious. 

But now... Seeing the smileys and thumbs up, the ranking changing from  
red to amber... 

“Weeks, not months, Mum, that’s what they say. It’s looking good.”
Lloyd hadn’t warned her about the plateau, though. Hadn’t told her that once you 

hit a certain level in the battle for resources there are so many conflicting demands 
that you need something really special to achieve that final push. 

One step forward, one back again. The good days balanced by the bad. It’s all an 
illusion, cast over a system that works by trapping people like Janie and Lloyd into 
long-term management of conditions rather than cure. An illusion that dangles hope, 
only to snatch it away again.

Now, she finds those dark thoughts creeping back in, and the paranoia that her 
mood will feed those backward steps, make things worse again. 

Now she hates the treatment sessions, gets annoyed at the freedom of the birds 
and squirrels beyond the window. Doesn’t even answer her mother’s calls because she 
can no longer force the smile and the lie.

Hope is a commodity hard won and easily lost.

“Penny Symons?”
It takes Janie several seconds to remember that’s the name used on her fake 

identity. The face on her home screen is anonymous, probably an avatar. 
“It’s about your Trace ranking, Penny.”
Janie stares, her heart suddenly racing. She hasn’t missed the irony that her Trace 

would detect the physiological response, and no doubt confirm her guilt before even 
a word has been spoken.

But then the caller goes on. “I’m calling from the Real Network. I work on a new 
show called Life’s Lottery. We’d like to invite you to take part.”
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“I’m sorry,” says Janie carefully. “I don’t understand.” Real Network puts 
out all kinds of reality TV shows and games. Janie is hardly bikini-wearing  
love-interest material.

“Our ’bots have been monitoring the rankings for patients whose rankings look 
promising. Steady rises, indicating viability for resource-restricted operations, but who 
are never likely to rise high enough to qualify for an operation on the Safety Net.”

The part that catches Janie’s attention is the confirmation that, no matter how 
close she gets, she’s never actually going to get her operation.

“I don’t understand.”
“We’re offering you a chance at the treatment you so dearly need, Penny. Take 

part in our show and you have that opportunity.”
A chance at the operation she dreams of.
And then she realises: not Janie, but Penny. If she goes along with this, she’ll have 

to do it as Penny Symons. Maintaining a fake ID and Trace profile has been easy, but 
can she really hope to pull it off in real life?

She swallows. “Okay,” she says. “I’ll do it.” Only in that instant does she realise 
quite how desperate she is.

The show is going to start off with sixty-four contestants. Janie knows it’s quite 
amazing she’s somehow been selected and reached this far, but also her heart sinks 
because that’s a big number and only four winners will get the treatment they need. 
The rest will just go back onto the queue again.

She’s already spent a week being coached about how to present herself on screen. 
Being groomed by make-up artists and stylists. Enduring hours of grilling about her 
personal and medical history where at any moment she risks being exposed as a fake.

Somehow, she’s still here. Winging it. Scraping through.
She’s so close. She can’t lose this opportunity now.
She finds herself sitting in an interview room, exhausted after another prep 

session. The cameras are off now, the harsh studio lights powered down and her eyes 
adjusting to more normal levels of light. They record these sessions so she can see 
how she comes across, part of the grooming process. Training her for the show.

Now, though, it’s just her and one of the show’s researchers – Camilla or Arabella 
or something.

“Penny, we need to be frank. We need to talk to you about your identity.” 
Now Janie is quite used to being addressed as Penny and not her real name. 

Maybe after all this is over she’ll stick with it, a real fresh start.
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We need to talk to you about your identity. 
It takes a second or two for the words to sink in, and then she’s hit with a rush 

of that familiar fear: they’ve uncovered her deception. They’re going to kick her out. 
And worse: what will happen to her in the real world: an identity thief, a Trace cheat. 
Does the Safety Net still cover people like her?

“...it’s like the tigers.”
She hasn’t listened to the first part of what the researcher said. “Sorry?”
“Think of the big conservation charities, Penny. It’s all about the glamour. It’s 

easy for them to raise money to save the tigers and the exotic birds. But what about all 
the other less appealing creatures? Let’s face it, Penny: you’re no tiger. Your condition 
isn’t rare. Your stats are alarming, but look at you: no viewer is going to believe you’re 
at death’s door. You’re not a key worker, you don’t have a heart-rending family history 
to pull in the viewer votes... You’re never going to win a show like Life’s Lottery. Your 
profile simply isn’t dramatic enough.”

“What are you telling me? Are you kicking me off before the show’s even started?”
Then, the smile. “Of course not, Penny. What kind of people do you think we 

are? No, what we need to do is finesse your presentation. We need to identify all the 
areas of your profile that don’t score well with the focus groups and tweak them. We 
can edit your benefit to society ranking. We can window-dress your personal history, 
invent a wholesome family and friends who will miss you.”

“You mean... you mean you’re going to give me a fake identity?”
“Not fake. Enhanced. There’s nothing more real than artifice. Nothing more 

convincing than sincerity, and as they say, if you can fake that...”
Janie stares at the researcher. Struggles to get her head around the multiple levels 

of fakery and irony. 
Then: “Okay. I’ll do it. I’ll do whatever you need. Make me whoever I need to be, 

as long as I have a chance of being fixed.”
The smile again. “Do you think you can carry it off, Penny?”
And now Janie smiles in return, a genuine, spontaneous smile. “Oh yes,” she tells 

the researcher. “Trust me, I can do this.”
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I knew I was ill the moment I got on the plane. I travel well, usually. But this 
time I began to feel dizzy as I browsed the selection of cosmetics deep into duty free: 
the ASMR-delivery body creams, the gum glow treatments, the nape highlighters. As 
I looked, product marketing followed me home, sliding down the long soft front of 
my coat and lodging deep within the fabric, to be uploaded later should I so choose 
(I pay a lot for my filters but some of it’s useful). As I reached out to the virtual tester, 
my hand began to shake, just a fraction, and I thought: Thank God.

If my temperature had risen before we went through the scanners, they would 
have refused me permission to board. I said as much to Wayim. But that was why I’d 
invested properly.

“Oh really? How are you feeling now? What’s your temperature?”
Together we peered at my wristband monitor. All nice and normal. I’d spent a lot 

on the device and it would get us ahead of the queue and first onto the plane, logging 
my data safely onto the on-board scanners.

“Well, that’s good,” said Wayim. “Fancy a drink? Alcohol doesn’t count in an 
airport. Neither do calories.”

He must have seen the look on my face, because he added quickly, “I don’t mean 
one of the ordinary bars. First class only. The members’ bar.”

“I suppose.”
By the time we entered the shute for boarding, I was feeling shaky and fuzzy, but 

my wrist monitor was still reading normal, so the steward merely ushered me onto 
the plane with a smile. We had booked into first class, obviously. The flight, via the 
Penang-Heathrow air bridge up and over the Kármán line, would not take too long, 
but no matter what the levels of entertainment, I find flights boring.

But then, I find most things boring.
I dozed for most of the flight, anyway. Whatever bug I’d picked up, it was 
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making me very tired. Wayim watched a film and kept laughing, which was irritating. 
Eventually I asked him if he could be quieter. I was sure it was annoying other 
people, too. And he did shut up; he was quiet after that. I looked out of the window 
once, but all I could see was the Earth’s blue-pearl curve below, so I snapped the  
shade shut again.

We landed in baking heat. I know this because the pilot told us so and also because 
it hit me as we stepped out of the plane. We went through a spray as we got onto the 
bus and then another going into the terminal itself. I have an exemption pass for this 
because of allergies but this time I didn’t bother to display it, just took the chemicals. 
It would speed things up going through the quarantine channel. I didn’t want too 
close an investigation, you see. Just in case.

My wrist monitor gave them the results they wanted but as luck would have it I 
got pulled in the Q-chan. It’s random, I know that, though some people get paranoid 
about it, say they always get hauled into the quarantine channel. I left Wayim standing 
by the gate while I answered their questions.

Did I understand the need for quarantine?
Yes, I did.
Who was my travel partner? Did we live together? Did I think he understood the 

need for quarantine?
Wayim Rehman. Yes, he understood it completely, and I explained why.
Ah, yes. He will have total comprehension, then – and the man laughed at his little 

joke. I laughed, too, as if charmed by his wit.
Had I had an infectious disease, on the official list of notifiable diseases?
No, I lied.
Did I undertake to isolate for a two-week span of time?
Yes. I answered with downcast eyes, a little timid, sometimes glancing up, however, 

to imbue my words with sincerity. The official was completely satisfied.
“I’m terribly worried about getting sick,” I murmured. “Or even worse. Imagine 

– infecting others. What an awful thought. We all have to be so careful. It’s our social 
duty, isn’t it? It’s just what decent people do.”

He gave an approving nod and released me into the wild.
That night, we went clubbing.
You will know, of course, that it is against the law these days, but as the old US of A 

found during Prohibition, there are always ways and means. Here in London, though, 
there is only one choice: the club called the Membrane. That’s not its real name. Nor 
shall I tell you where it is to be found, which district, or how to get there. We walk, 
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as one does in the city. Perhaps it is an old Tube station, long shut down. Perhaps it 
is a former car park, running beneath the wedding-cake buildings of Kensington or 
Chelsea. Perhaps it is none of these things. It takes a long time to be trusted enough 
with its secret. And it has never been betrayed. At least, not yet.

That night, I found the walk hard. I was shivery by then, and the October heat 
didn’t help. By the time we reached the little door, at the back of a building which is 
the entrance to the Membrane, I was drenched.

“Wait,” I told Wayim.  “Hold my parasol.” I sprayed myself, wriggled out of my 
top and conjured another one from the tiny compostable tube in my bag. Onlookers 
from above, a drone or spy-eye, would see nothing except the parasol’s dome as I 
refreshed my makeup.

“Finished? You look cooler.”
And then we went inside.
The girl on the door checked my monitor.
“All very nice,” she said.
I smiled. Little did she know.
“I need a drink,” I told Wayim and obediently he ventured to the bar as I arranged 

myself on a nearby chaise longue and considered who might be here tonight. It was a 
Sunday, the biggest night of the week: no-one was here who might have to do anything 
as crass as start work on Monday mornings. We were neither early nor late, and there 
were small groups of people dotted against the curving tiled walls. Soon, when things 
hotted up, most people would move onto the dancefloor or the crush bar next door. 
Against government regulations, of course, but isn’t that the whole point?

And if they knew they were really running a risk? That it wasn’t just a game of 
let’s pretend? Maybe they did. I mustn’t be too condescending.

There was a new group in tonight, a gaggle of girls. They all wore the latest in 
skintones and they also all wore butterfly sandals, in silver and gold and pink. Only 
one of the sets of sandals was genuine Eschada; the rest were knock-offs, but good 
ones. The girl who wore the real pair was vaguely familiar: tall, very thin, with a lot of 
facial modifications, subtle and in good taste. I amused myself for a minute estimating 
how much she had paid for them and when Wayim returned with our drinks I asked 
him if he knew who she was.

“Yeah, I think I’ve seen her before. Hang on.”
He tapped his phone, then shook his head.
“No. She’s got a block on.”
“But you’ve got Readout.”
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“It’s blocking that, too.”
I was impressed. That must have cost a lot. Unless she was – well. Maybe not 

think too closely about that, because if she was with the authorities, she wouldn’t take 
too kindly to being scanned.

But if she was with the authorities, I’d be unlikely to recognise her in  
the first place.

At this point someone we both knew, a young woman named Floa, came to sit 
with us, so I asked her if she knew who the girl was.

“Yes, sure, it’s Miri Placet. She’s never been in here before; it’s a psych to see her.”
“The glide-star?” Wayim said, impressed.
“That’s the one.”
I sniffed. I don’t do glide; if I want to have an experience, I’ll have it myself, not 

vicariously, through someone else’s carefully manufactured dreams. But jealousy’s 
not a good look.

“She’s very lovely,” I murmured. Floa smiled at me.
“You’re so sweet, Geramin.”
I took a sip of my drink and it made me cough. Once I’d started, I couldn’t seem 

to stop. I coughed and coughed, until the glide-star’s party turned and looked at me.
“Sorry,” I spluttered. “Not feeling very well.”
“Ooh,” I heard Miri Placet say. “Do you suppose it’s infectious?”
“Are you really not feeling well, Geramin?” Floa said with concern.
“No, I’m not. Something I picked up in Bali, I think.” I made sure I spoke loudly 

enough to be overheard.
And there was respect in Floa’s voice as she said, “Oh wow. You’re so lucky.”

Next day, I felt worse. Physically, at least. Emotionally? Well, it was kicking in 
now and that was good.

I’ve done this before, obviously. Three times: once with a respiratory, but non-
SARS derivative; once with an echovirus which was really tough but I just loved the 
name; and once with a picornavirus developed in United Korea that laid me out 
for a week, but it was totally worth it to let my voice drop as I said, “And then I was 
completely paralysed” and see the shock in people’s faces.

“But weren’t you scared? Did you – is there a cure?”
As I nodded bravely. “There is, but it doesn’t always work.”
That’s the risk you take, though, when you’re an artist, like me.
This time, I was in bed when the assistant told me that someone was at the door.
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“Who is it, Tyra?”
The neutral electronic voice purred, “Her name is Miri Placet.”
“Indeed!”
I was ready to receive visitors, even though I felt terrible. I’d done my hair and 

my makeup, was wearing a sensaround information wrap which I knew looked good. 
Wayim had been waiting on me hand and foot; he’s so helpful whenever I’m ill.

There are stiff penalties for no-consent distancing violations but Miri didn’t pay 
any attention to those. When Wayim showed her upstairs, she ran straight to my 
bedside and knelt down. I pulled away, snatching my mask from the bedside stand 
and whisking it over my face.

“It’s all right,” she said, quickly. “I’m not trying to – you know.”
“Get infected?”
Miri got to her feet and sat down in a nearby chair.
“I meant, I’m not trying to steal it from you.”
I laughed. “I paid a lot of money to be as sick as this, but it’s cool. Just as long as 

you mind your manners.”
“Is it, though, you know, infectious?”
I gave her what I hoped was a mysterious smile, but said, with some regret,  

“No. It won’t be. Well, that’s what they said.”
“Ohhh,” she breathed. She really was very lovely. The designs on the summerweight 

slicks that she wore chased up and down her long legs, feeding information to and 
fro. “It might be an undecided, then?”

“There’s always a chance. Fingers crossed.”
“It must have cost a fortune.”
I shrugged. “I have the money. And it’s worth it. Why did you come to see me?”
She looked me straight in the eye. I could see the glide behind her eyes, but it 

was cataract creamy, a milky blue. I knew that meant that she’d switched it off for 
our interview and you know, being arrested might be interesting, but I didn’t really 
want that experience.

“I’m bored,” she said. “I – you know what I do. I’ve done all sorts of things  
and I’m still bored. There’s no real danger any more, no real risk. This is the first 
generation that’s happened to. Even fifty years ago you could still have been knocked 
down by a car.”

“That can still happen.”
She pulled a face. “Only if the algorithm fucks up or some terrorist hacks it. And 

how often does that happen? Not a whole lot.”
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“You know, we could still have a pandemic on this planet.”
“We could, but with all the money going into healthcare, we won’t, will we? 

Now no-one’s got an army any more and all their GDP’s being put into research and 
infectious disease solutions, I don’t expect to see one. And I’m so bored with being 
in tip-top condition all the time – yeah, I know, my viewers expect it. My insurers 
spend a mint on my physical condition. I’ve never known what it is to be ill. I’ve never 
known what it’s like to be – exposed.”

I’d worked that out, otherwise she wouldn’t have been clubbing. She’d get off on 
the transgression, even if she knew there was no real risk.

“Until you walked in through my door,” I said.
“It’s a real disease, though, what you’ve got? It’s not a synthetic? Because  

I know people who buy those, right, but it’s not real, is it? You don’t get the real 
emotions with it.”

“Synthetics are a game. And I don’t play games.”
“Yeah, that’s what I thought. It’s what everyone says about you. Well, a few people, 

anyway. Lots of rumours but who ever knows about those?”
”Not many people know for sure,” I said, but I was gratified all the same. Wayim 

keeps his ear to the ground but I’m not sure he doesn’t tell me just what I want to 
hear. Perhaps I should reprogram him.

She was looking at me expectantly and I knew what she wanted but I don’t believe 
in giving anyone what they want straight away. It’s not good for the character. I knew 
Wayim was listening, naughty boy, so I let my head loll to the side and closed my eyes.

“I’m not feeling too well,” I murmured and immediately he was in through  
the door.

“...sure you understand, perhaps another day, wouldn’t quite do...”
And of course she was all anxiety, flustered, apologised. I told her to come back 

the following week.
Perhaps I’d be over it by then. Or perhaps not.
Later, I woke, completely disoriented. Wayim was bending over me, his smooth 

face a little crumpled with concern.
“Where...” I croaked. I felt terrible; he had to help me to the bathroom, but since 

I’d eaten nothing for days, I could not throw up. Left to my own devices I would 
have remained curled up on the bathroom floor but Wayim picked me up once I’d 
finished retching and carried me back to bed. The sheets had changed themselves 
in the interim and the room refreshers had circuited; it was pleasantly cool and  
smelled of lavender.
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Infectious. That was my next ambition, once I’d recovered from this virus. No 
darklab will sell you an infectious illness, they’ll tell you they’re all NCDs. There 
are labs that will, but I haven’t got to those yet: there was one, in Irkutsk, but the 
authorities closed it down before I could make contact, burned it to the ground with 
the researchers inside it, too.

I said all this to Wayim, delirious, ranting. At some point I remember  
he said, “Some people have an ideological view of all this, of course. I have been 
studying it. They say it’s human destiny to get sick and die. That if we do not get ill, 
we will not learn.”

I reached up and touched his smooth plastic skin with my hot hand.
“Something you can never experience, my friend.”
“Something I never can.” I could not tell if there was regret in his  

artificial voice or not.
“You know me, Wayim. We’ve been together a long time, ever since I bought you 

and you were delivered to my door. You know I’m not political. I’m an artist, that’s 
all. An artist of the flesh.”

“I know.” His voice was gentle and full of love but then he was engineered that 
way. I didn’t mind.

Some time later, I don’t know when, he came to tell me with grave neutrality 
that Miri Placet had fallen sick and so had some of her friends, some of the people 
who went to the Membrane, and the authorities were looking for me. I’ve paid a lot 
of money to hide contact tracing, but I suspected it was only a matter of time. Wayim 
knew what to do: we’d rehearsed this scenario. I’d love to be in hospital but I didn’t 
fancy prison. And I wanted death to be on my own terms. That night he carried me 
downstairs, put me in the car, and we drove north. There’s a place, but I won’t tell you 
where. It’s a long way from London and not on land. There, beneath the waves, were 
others like me and when I was lifted through the airlock and into the bunker, I was 
welcomed as a heroine. The delirium had passed but I didn’t know how long I had.

“Well done,” Doctor Dove said. Such a lovely name, like a bird you hold in 
your hands that won’t mind if you wring its neck. “You’ve set a city on fire. New 
epidemic, no cure, kills young people. Quite messy, really. Mind letting me know where  
you got it?”

“Bali.”
“Oh, I have an idea. There are several. Was it the Hua Quai? they’re making quite 

a name for themselves. Did they tell you it wasn’t infectious?”
“Yes.”
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“Either they lied or the virus has.”
“I was looking for a darklab,” I told her.
“Well,” she said, laughing. “I think you found one.”
A superspreader. I had achieved my life’s ambition, my art’s work, and all by 

accident, too. I did not like to think that the lab had cheated me, but I loved the 
thought that the virus itself perhaps had mutated. Miri Placet and her friends had 
been my canvas, all unwitting, apprentices or fakes, and I the original. But I was glad 
she’d got what she wanted, after all. I wondered whether it still was what she wanted. 
If she was still even alive.

Wayim would remain with me; I’d asked Doctor Dove to switch off his loyalty 
algorithms, after a suitable period of mourning, then go back out into the world and 
take my secrets with him. But for the time I had left, I lay and looked through the 
screen which showed me the outside world, beneath the sea, the nothing, the endless, 
endless black.
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“You have a problem, Danny. You gamble beyond your means. You chase losses 
with increasingly reckless wagers. You suffer mood swings. You view life in gambling 
terms, to the extent that everything is couched in terms of probabilities, and you have 
no interest in anything that doesn’t have a price attached. Your personal relationships 
are blowing up in your face...”

I sit there, ignoring the pings in my earbud and the offers popping up on 
my lenses – my Bet Buddy smart agent is always busy – and let Dr Sansom talk.  
I don’t know why I ever signed up for therapy, anyway. Maybe I just thought it was 
worth a punt.

“It’s a disorder, Danny. It’s treatable. You just need to acknowledge the  
need for help.”

Gambling. Addiction. I hate labels. 
The only reason Dr Sansom thinks I have a problem is that I’m good at what I 

do – good enough that I don’t need a job – although I know that argument is never 
going to convince her.

Okay, so I have the occasional bad day, but it all works out. I win more  
than I lose. 

I understand how bookmakers set their odds, and I know how to play them off 
against each other. I understand the rules. I have a natural sense for probabilities.

I see their algorithms and I raise them my insight.
The trouble is, if I say any of this out loud I’ll just sound like any other gambler 

with a problem.

Your personal relationships are blowing up in your face...
Okay, I’ll give them that one.
A couple of weeks before, when I’d still been living at home... 
My mother, standing in the middle of the living room, poised tensely as if she 

wanted to hug me or slap me or something. 
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I’d seen that look before. Somewhere on the spectrum between dismay and 
despair. As if I’m some kind of monster – which maybe I am. A freak, at least.

I struggled to understand what had triggered her look this time. She seemed to 
expect me to be showing some kind of reaction. Surprise? Grief? Was that what she 
wanted from me? 

I still didn’t understand why I should act surprised. It’s not as if what had happened 
was unexpected.

“Your grandfather passed away in the night.” That’s what Mum had said moments 
before.

I should be showing emotion, I knew. That’s what you do. Grandad had been 
closer to me than just about anyone. He got me. But like I say, it’s not as if it was 
unexpected. He was in his eighties, and had been ill for years. He was unlikely to see 
another birthday. I’d have put money on that. I probably shouldn’t have said that out 
loud though. 

Grandad would have helped me work out how to dig myself out of this mess,  
but obviously not any more. Was that what grief was? Realising the loss of something 
of value?

It was too late now. The look on my mother’s face had hardened. What was 
coming next was a pretty safe bet.

“I can’t go on like this,” she said. “It’s too much.”
She didn’t need to say any more. I’m not stupid. She was kicking me out. 
That had always been likely to happen sooner or later. I’m not the easiest person 

to share a house with. My relationships with others do have a tendency to blow up in 
my face. 

Finally, she’d had enough.
I’d have put money on that too.

I grew up in a gambling family. My father spent more time with Messrs William 
Hill and Paddy Power than he ever did with me. Which, on reflection, was probably 
just as well. The old man was a bad lot, mixed up with local low-lifes and always in 
scrapes with the police. When he’d eventually taken a punt on a better life away from 
the responsibilities of wife and son we’d all felt as if we’d cashed in on a bad bet.

Grandad always said I was like my father, and he knew me better than most. 
He understood how my mind worked, that I saw the world as a series of possible 
outcomes with prices attached. He said it was in the genes: I had a head for statistics 
and probabilities, an affinity with systems and their rules, and an eye for a good break. 
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To me, life is a game of weighing up outcomes and playing the odds.
It was a long time before I realised that most people don’t see the world like this. 

Not long after that I came to see that I was seen by many as a freak – and worse, as 
cold and calculating. And it took me much, much longer to reach the understanding 
that my distinctive view of the world gave me an advantage, and could sometimes tip 
the odds in my favour. 

Life can be broken down into a series of choices, and the outcomes of each of 
those choices has odds attached. I’m good at choices. And when things go wrong, 
well... For most of my life I’ve been able to play that game – and it was a game, because 
there was always a safety net, someone to make things better. Grandad. Mum. 

But now...
Now shit’s got real.
Now I’m on my own.

“I’m okay. Really I am,” I tell Dr Sansom. “I’m sorted.”
Dr Sansom has explained to me about the hierarchy of needs. Nourishment 

and rest at the bottom, the most fundamental. Security next. Companionship and 
relationships. Accomplishment and fulfilling potential. I understand the most basic 
levels, but beyond that, it doesn’t really seem to apply to me. I’ve never needed 
companionship or a sense of belonging, and I’ve never needed to see myself through 
the eyes of others in order to measure my own achievements.

But the need for food, water, and somewhere to live, are undeniable.
Shelter proved easy enough. A tailored search agent found me a self-contained 

bedsit within half an hour of my mother’s ultimatum. I used my Bet Buddy to set up 
a series of personalised bets on that, too, which nicely tackled the immediate need 
for income. It’s all about the gamification of life: if you know where to look, you can 
put money on just about anything these days. Journey time, crossing the road, your 
own physiological readings, even the behaviour of others. There’s a bet in everything, 
even when people don’t acknowledge that’s what they’re doing. Like all those people 
at the gym: they talk of their fitness targets being monetised, but in truth they’re just 
betting against their own performance and stats.

I ordered pizza as I walked to my bedsit for the first time, delivery estimate 35 
minutes. I put some money on that, too, because I knew they hadn’t factored in the 
roadworks on the delivery route. 

I looked around the new place and it was fine. I hadn’t seen it other than in 
virtuals until then – yes, I’d taken a punt. The place was bare and basic, but okay. I 
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lay back on the bed, checking the day’s outcomes with Bet Buddy. I intended to pay 
my bills like this. Most days I turn a profit, picking my bets on sports, current affairs, 
and celebs, as well as on my own activities – dutching outcomes against each other 
or laying supplementary wagers on exchanges on the dark web wherever I feel I need 
some bet insurance.

The door buzzer sounded 41 minutes after I placed my order and I won my bet, 
more than covering the cost of the meal.

That day... The day had been a good one, and in that moment I felt as if I’d lived 
like this forever.

Today was a bad day. 
It’s now ten weeks since I moved into my own place, and the balance of good 

days over bad has covered my requirements. Nourishment, shelter, and yes, even an 
element of accomplishment.

But today... I did exactly what my therapist had warned me about. I gambled 
more than the limits I sensibly set myself, chasing losses with increasingly reckless 
wagers even when the numbers screamed in my head that I should stop. I suffered 
mood swings. At least I had no more personal relationships to blow up in my face.

I wonder how Dr Sansom knew? I’d only told her part of it. I assumed at the time 
she had filled in the gaps herself, but now I’m not so convinced.

 Was she monitoring me even then?
The bookmakers were, of course. That’s what they do, and that’s why a savvy 

gambler uses the dark web to cover activities. The bookmakers’ algorithms continually 
monitor customer activity, looking for telltale patterns. Unprofitable gamblers who 
only ever take easy gains and need to have their opportunism curtailed. And those 
who might be open to enticements: free bets and risk-free offers that promise a lot, 
but only ever serve to draw you deeper. Today’s succession of enticing offers after bad 
losses has been carefully constructed to draw me deeper; I can see that now. For once, 
I am a step or two behind the algorithms.

I sit back in my one easy chair and mull all this over. Perhaps today hasn’t been 
such a bad one after all. Yes, I’ve taken losses, but that’s made me take a step back and 
think all this through. Allowed me to get a mental snapshot of the interplay of all the 
systems, the intricate courtship dance as those who want my money try to seduce me. 

Today has been a lesson, the culmination of several bad days. A chance for me 
to adjust my understanding and strategy, just as all the bookmakers’ algorithms are 
constantly learning and adjusting. It’s like natural selection. Survival of the smartest.
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I think again of Dr Sansom, of how even she, a professional, sometimes lets the 
mask slip and gives me one of those looks of dismay and despair, of seeing me as some 
kind of freak. 

I know now that she isn’t as insightful as I had believed. She is simply part of 
the monitoring infrastructure. Maybe now is the time I should resurrect one of those 
wrecked relationships – with my therapist. If she is part of the system, then I should 
learn more. Get my edge back.

“Let us help you.” She smiles. 
I nod and she smiles even more. It’s all voluntary, of course. But if I refuse, I know 

I’ll be penalised by stake restrictions, offer withdrawals, account closures... Because 
the treatment programme is sponsored by the bookmakers’ trade organisation, and 
it’s in their interests to make it look effective. It’s all about the numbers.

So I accept her offer of treatment for my disorder, a  personalised programme 
combining behavioural therapy and a health and fitness regime. 

It’s all incentivised, of course. 
I understand what they’re doing. It’s not about curing me. It’s about feeding my 

addiction, keeping it at manageable levels close to the brink. Bobbing along so they can 
milk me dry. I’d seen my Bet Buddy as a valuable assistant, but in truth it combines 
roles of spy and a devil on my shoulder. Constantly monitoring me and feeding data 
back to the likes of Dr Sansom, and also dripfeeding those offers, those temptations. 
It’s a parasite, continually taking me right up to the point of disaster but never beyond. 

This new understanding is important. It lets me stay one step ahead.
I play along, for now. It’s my best bet.
I go to the gym on a daily basis, finding ever newer and more gruelling ways 

to make myself hurt. Buddy takes on the role of personal coach, pushing me to hit 
targets, finding offers where rewards are triggered when I do so. The irony doesn’t 
escape me: using gambling to incentivise the cure for my gambling. 

It’s easy to game the system. A run of bad days at the gym triggers new incentives 
to catch up, with lower targets so I have a better chance of success. The algorithms 
factor this in, of course. They know we try to game the system and so they adapt 
their models, predicting just how far we will push our behaviour in order to sway 
the outcome. So you’re not so much betting against your own stats, as against a 
psychological model of your own thought processes.

I watch the others on the fitness machines too, and wonder for the first time if 
maybe all these gym bunnies are more like me than I believe. Are they all playing the 
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same game, trying to beat the system, even though the system knows they’re doing 
this?

Studying them leads to another, more paranoid, thought. 
Just how sinister is all this? All of us playing bets that we can keep our blood 

pressure peaks lower than last week. This is said to encourage healthy choices, but 
also... it subdues us. Subjugates us. And it’s all free choice. 

And I have freely chosen to be subjugated too.
My grandfather once told me, “You’re different, Danny. Not worse: different. And 

you want to know the meaning of life? It’s how to make the most of that difference, 
because that’s your advantage. That’s your vigorish.” That’s a gambler’s term: vigorish 
is the bookmaker’s edge, the extra slice that means the house always wins in the 
long run. What Grandad meant was that anyone can have that edge, as long as they 
understand where their advantage might lie.

I’m not going to be subdued, now that I know that’s what they’re doing. 
I’m going to find my edge again. My vigorish.
I’m going to beat the system.

I spend more time on the dark web these days. Discussion forums where people 
like me can exchange strategies and opportunities. The exchanges where we trade bets 
– playing bookmaker to other punters. Most of my money comes from tiny margins: 
placing bets with the big bookmakers through my Bet Buddy, then finding ways to 
lay against them on the exchanges. There are betting exchanges out in the real world 
too, of course, but they’re owned by the bookmakers, and monitored; on the dark 
web it’s easier to cover my tracks. The algorithms can’t see me there.

So to the outside world, I’m on an epic losing streak, getting drawn ever deeper. 
But in reality... My bedsit is no longer bare and unloved. I have new furniture,  
a TV that covers most of one wall, and a top of the range games system – I’m learning 
that there are ways to monetise online gaming too, not by winning but by placing the 
right bets.

The discussion forums are strange for me. For perhaps the first time in my life I’m 
discovering the benefits of that other basic need: companionship. Mostly it’s a means 
to an end, an exchange of strategy and offers. But it’s strange to finally encounter 
people who see the world as I do. 

“The whole world’s like that, though, isn’t it?” I say, during one late night session. 
“They say we’re addicts, that we’re being manipulated by the system to get hooked into 
cycles of reward and debt, as if we’re some kind of freaks. But normal people are just 
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the same. They’re offered credit and they get suckered into a life of perpetual debt. 
They’re dripfed expectations and ‘needs’, until all they can do is struggle to keep up. 
Life is always lacking something, and the system has evolved to keep them in that state 
of need, close to the edge. People like us are no different, we’re just easier to label.”

As I speak, I can see the nods and the likes piling up. I’m saying out loud what 
most of us have already been thinking.

“The only way we’re different,” I continue, “is that we’re the ones who are beating 
the system. We’re not addicts, we’re warriors!”

I’ve never had so many likes for a status rant and for a moment, at least, I do feel 
like a warrior.

It feels good to be beating the odds again.

They’ve been monitoring me after all. There’s no escape from it, even on  
the dark web.

“You have a problem, Danny. You–”
“Yes, I know,” I interrupt Dr Sansom. “I’m an addict.” Saying it out loud is  

what they want, isn’t it?
But she’s shaking her head.
“No, it’s more than that, Danny. Your problem is you’re too good. Every time 

the system adapts to your strategies, you find new ways to beat the algorithms. We’ve 
been watching you, talking to you...”

All those likes and engagements on the dark web... How many had been genuine, 
and how many had been their spies, watching me and learning? I should have known, 
but then I’ve always acknowledged that my strength is in numbers and statistics, not 
dealing with people.

“You’re special, Danny. We can learn a lot from neurodiverse individuals  
like you.”

Another label. I’ve never liked labels. Never been officially diagnosed as anything 
other than a freak. 

“We want you to work with us, Danny.”
I stare. Of all the outcomes of this exchange, this is not one I’d ever have  

put money on.
“We need people like you. The anomalies. You’ve taught us so much already.  

Our development algorithms have been mapping themselves against you, learning 
from your learning.”

They’ve been using me to fine tune the system that keeps gamblers bubbling 
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away on that level just short of absolute addiction. And now they want me to  
help them further.

“Work with us, Danny. Help us develop ways to fight addiction.”
Fight addiction... It’s all about definitions: if addicts are those who wreck their 

lives because of their compulsion, then what are the ones who survive without quite 
reaching that level?

I’m struggling with this. 
I do numbers, not people. Not morals. I can understand the rules that morals 

dictate, but not the reasons why, so when I’m confronted by a situation where I don’t 
know the rules, like now, then I don’t know how to extrapolate.

All I can do is ignore the moral angle. Regardless of the right and wrong of what 
they’re proposing, I know this isn’t really an offer. Turn them down and I’m done. 
They’ve been watching me everywhere I’m active. My accounts will be blocked, my 
activities squeezed and shut down. They will leave me with nothing.

So I meet Dr Sansom’s look, and give her that slightly goofy smile that sometimes 
disarms people. 

“That’s good, right?” I say to her. “Helping you to help people? I can do that.”
It’s all I can do. 
I’ve beaten them before, for a time at least, and so I reckon that if I play along for 

now I have a fair chance of beating them again.
Spoken like a true gambler.
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Twenty-five years since she last stood at her Aunt Alice’s front door Holly again 
found herself studying it. Then, aged fifteen, she had seen a varnished, pristine exterior. 
Now she saw exposed wood and peeling paint. The sight worried her.

Twenty-five years in Australia: a student, leaving home, science at university, then 
a career researching Alzheimer’s disease. Now she was back in her home country, 
divorced, melancholy, alone. That feeling nagged at her... yet she was not entirely  
alone. In Britain her aunt lived, and over the internet they had developed a relationship 
of sorts.

This house in a leafy suburb of London would be her home for a few months 
while she looked for a flat and gathered the threads of her sundered life. She knocked 
on the door, feeling nervous. She remembered her aunt well from childhood family 
outings, though they had not talked since then, except recently. What would this visit 
be like? Embarrassing in the British way, or unexpectedly warm?

She fidgeted. No reply. At least the house was large and Alice’s son had left home. 
There would be plenty of nooks in which to hide should the relationship turn cold.

The door opened and she saw her aunt’s face. “Hello?”
Holly smiled as the tension in her body faded. “I made it! I navigated the tube.”
For a few moments Alice stared at her, before blinking and saying, “Holly. Yes! 

Holly, it’s you. Do come in. I was just making...”
She left the statement unfinished, but already Holly could smell jam. “Autumn 

treats,” she said. “How are you?”
“As well as can be expected,” came the reply.
Alice shut the door as Holly looked around. Newspapers lay on the floor, which 

had not been hoovered for some time. Old rugs looked stained. This was not the tidy, 
bright, cheerful home she remembered. But Alice lived alone now, and had perhaps 
retreated into lazy isolation.
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“Thank you for taking me in, Aunty. I really appreciate it.”
“It’s no problem. Are you tired? Plenty of space here for my favourite cousin.”
“Niece,” Holly said.
In the kitchen she surveyed what lay around her. The place was a mess, cooking 

utensils everywhere, a stack of washing up, smeared windows, and the door into the 
rear garden ajar, its handle hanging off. Alice too was divorced.

She wanted to say how different it looked, wanted to express concern. “It’s basically 
as I remember,” she said, taking care not to catch Alice’s gaze.

“Is that the scientist’s view?”
Holly heard something odd in the tone, something distrusting. “I suppose so,” she 

replied with a laugh. Alice stared at her. In a meek voice she added, “I am a scientist.”
“Yes.”
Now Holly felt uncomfortable. Over the internet her aunt’s manner had felt odd 

– perhaps explained by the vagaries of the internet. Here in the flesh it still felt wrong. 
Something had happened.

She said, “You know I research Alzheimer’s disease, and other degenerative 
conditions? So, yes, I am a scientist.”

Alice nodded, dipping a spoon into a pot of steaming jam. “Are you tired? Plenty 
of space here for you.”

Holly hesitated, alerted now to some deeper significance. The question sounded 
genuine, though this was the second time it had been asked. She shivered. Surely 
not...?

“How are you feeling in yourself, Aunty?” she asked, allowing concern to sound 
in her voice. “You are still happy here, aren’t you? I mean... you seem somehow...”

Alice turned, her face lacking warmth. “Seem what?”
“I don’t know. Tired. Have I upset you, asking to stay for a while? I could find a 

hotel if you’d prefer.”
“Well, it’s the diagnosis,” Alice replied.
“What diagnosis?”
“Early onset Alzheimer’s. I’ve known for a while. An act of fate that you called 

me up, don’t you think?”
Shocked, Holly sat down at the jam-stained kitchen table. “Alzheimer’s? You had 

a diagnosis?”
“Oh yes. From Cassie.”
Holly nodded. “Dr Cassie.”
“No, Cassie. The online doctor.”
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Holly watched a couple of tears trickle down Alice’s face, yet her aunt’s expression 
remained set. She frowned, then said, “What online doctor? Don’t you have a GP?”

“I didn’t think I’d need one after I joined Cassandra.”
Holly froze. She knew that company name.
In a cool voice she said, “Would you show me please, Aunty? This is something 

I think I should read.”
Alice nodded, took a deep breath, then sighed. “I suppose it wouldn’t hurt if you 

glanced over it. But the diagnosis is set. You can’t do anything about it, even if you 
are a scientist.”

Holly ignored the barb. Alice picked up an electronic pad, tapped it, then opened 
a document.

Sitting on the opposite side of the table, she slid it over, then clicked her fingers 
and said, “Pass me the thingy, would you?”

Holly glanced up, seeing where Alice pointed – a jar of utensils. “The what?”
“The... whatsit.”
Holly stood up to take the jar over, then sat down again.
She read.
The diagnosis came direct from a genomancer at Cassandra Ltd. And she did 

know that company’s name. They were small, but notorious in health circles because 
of their lack of ethics and flashy social media presence. The internet loved their brazen 
pseudoscience: memes a-plenty. Their operation was all about so-called divination, 
using their customers’ genetic data to assess the chances of developing diseases, 
predictions they then passed on, along with health care plans tailored to the incomes 
of their...

Victims, Holly thought. My own aunt has become a victim of these charlatans.

Later, in her room, she checked the company out. They were British with a global 
reach: Give Cassie your gene code. Our genomancers will divine your health future! 
We’ll hold your genetic data. Cassie will look after you!

They had no qualms about telling their customers that they would hold and use 
genetic data. They were blatant, brash. This was 2030 after all, when very few people 
cared about the niceties of internet activity, because life without it was unimaginable.

Not to Holly, though. She saw through this diagnosis at once. What the genomancer 
had done was make a best guess based on Alice’s genetic code – the diagnosis was 
not necessarily a true assessment, it was a probability at best. Yet here her aunt lived, 
mouldering away in a big old house, believing she had Alzheimer’s disease. Did she? 
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Possibly. No real doctor had taken her aunt’s case on.
She logged onto the company’s website and set up a video call, but at each try 

she was thwarted by Cassie, who demanded she set up an account. She checked what 
that involved to find it meant taking a swab and sending it off, her account following 
a few days later. No gene code, no account. No account, no communication.

So she trawled the internet for views on Cassandra. The weight of their social 
media strategy was considerable, and they swaggered, even boasted about owning 
genetic data. Yet nobody seemed to care much. In some scientific quarters there was 
resistance, but it was ineffective. Cassie’s customers were blinded by hokum not blinded 
by science. They believed this divination stuff.

She looked up. Believed... what if that was Cassandra’s business model?
Back in the kitchen she sat at the table opposite her aunt. She said, “Did I ever 

tell you exactly what I did in Australia?”
Alice shook her head.
“I really am a scientist. We use experiments to determine how degenerative 

diseases affect the brain. It’s a very... complicated affair, Aunty. It’s not easy. It’s for 
experts, in fact. That’s why science is the best way forward. Trained experts–”

“Experts!” Alice interrupted. “What do they know? It’s only opinion, like 
everything these days. I don’t trust experts. We’ve all heard enough of experts in 
Britain. I don’t suppose you know that, living away for so long.”

“But you’ve got to trust experts because they’re the ones who know things.”
“Experts stumble from one thing to the next, and their predictions change all 

the time. I do watch the news. Science is different one year to the next.”
“Not at all! No, you’ve got it all wrong. Science develops. New things mean 

enthusiasm for sophistication, hypotheses to theories.”
Alice laughed. “I’m sceptical. It’s best to be sceptical these days.”
For a few moments Holly marshalled her arguments. She realised this  

conversation was not going to be easy. “You’ve been taken in by Cassandra,” she said. 
“I know this – I work in the field of degenerative diseases. You need to see your own 
GP as soon as possible.”

“What GP? You can’t get an appointment these days. Besides, with people like 
Cassie around, we don’t need doctors, we have AIs to do it all.”

Holly saw now the depth of her aunt’s belief. Converted by the internet: little 
chance of apostasy. What could she do? “Aunty,” she said, “you can’t rely on these 
people. It’s all style and no substance. What about facts? Don’t you care about facts? 
How can one of these so-called genomancers know anything by divination? It’s no 
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different to the Romans divining from animal entrails.”
“It’s very different, what with AIs and everything. Didn’t Cassie tell me? She told 

me, and that was all done from genetics. It’s the truth. I’ve got this horrible disease. 
If they stop caring for me I’m done for.”

“But what if the diagnosis was wrong? What if...” She paused, wondering if she 
dared infuriate her aunt by making the suggestion.

“What if they’re exploiting me?”
Holly nodded, lips compressed.
“They wouldn’t dare, would they?”
Holly sat back, appalled. Her aunt didn’t trust her, and no appeal to facts was 

going to change that. She whispered, “But what if you haven’t got Alzheimer’s?”
“I’ve got the symptoms.”
“You could have those because you believed the diagnosis. There’s any number 

of explanations for loss of memory – age, for one. You’re not so young.”
“I’ve got the disease. I just know it.”
“This isn’t a body thing, Aunty. It’s a mind thing. It’s auto-suggestion, started  

by that lying, fraudulent company.”
Alice shook her head. “Everyone knows they’re the best. Haven’t you visited  

their website?”
Holly shook her head. There was no answer to that.

Holly lay in bed as the house at midnight creaked in a warm westerly. She couldn’t 
sleep. The shock of hearing about her aunt’s diagnosis had worn off, and now she 
was angry. Dismayed, afraid, and angry. Cassandra Ltd were ripping off millions of 
people, selling them fake futures cooked up from half-understood genetics, sheathed 
in social media and fed like refined sugar to the waiting, mewling masses. Cassie was 
a pusher giving the people what they craved. Something to believe in – some hint of 
their future. Junk.

But she needed a new plan to counter her aunt’s fall. Mere facts, mere theories, 
mere work, mere science... none of them would do. Yet science was her meaning and 
belief, her profession, her very own future. The scientific method probed the world, 
then science explained the world. What else could she use to oppose Cassie and  
the genomancers?

She realised trust was key. Though she was Alice’s niece, she had turned up 
unexpectedly, and something had happened to create distrust. So she needed to show 
her aunt that they shared the same fundamental values, that they were not so far 
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apart in culture and profession. Perhaps what was needed was to give Alice a different  
story to follow.

In a dingy Hammersmith pub Holly faced Sammie, who turned out to be a 
seventeen-year-old girl, and not the forty-year-old genomancer she had been told to 
expect. At once she smelled a rat.

“You’re Sammie?” she asked.
“Yeah.”
Tracking Sammie down had taken a lot of work – Holly felt disappointed.  

That Sammie had turned up however did suggest she was amenable to bribery.
“Sorry,” Sammie said. “We’re told to describe ourselves as older so people think 

we’ve got experience in divination. You know the score.”
Holly nodded. “But you can’t possibly know anything about... divination at  

your age.”
“Oh, yeah. It’s been in my family for generations. Irish genes, you see? My real 

name is Mary. I started on Cassie’s scheme when I was thirteen – the youngest, you 
know? – and got taken on because they liked my video style. I did well – left school 
as soon as I could. I rent a flat in Richmond now.”

Holly didn’t know the place, but she grasped the implications. Wealth.  
“Okay,” she said, “so you know what I want?”

“Of course. You ain’t the first and you won’t be the last.”
“You need to prove to me first that you are an employee of Cassandra Ltd.”
Sammie glanced around the pub, bit her lip, then pulled out a small cube, which 

she twisted until it caught the light. “You see it?” she asked. “Cassie’s hologram.”
Holly studied the gleaming surfaces of the cube. Various internet searches had 

suggested this would be the method used. “All right,” she said, “so you’re genuine.  
But tell me straight. I want to hear you say it. You really are a genomancer?”

“I really am a genomancer!” Sammie grinned. “Cool, isn’t it? So... who’s the guy 
you want the genome of?”

“Guy?”
Sammie laughed. “It’s always a guy or a girl. Blackmail, divorce, whatever.  

Nothing changes.”
Holly twisted her lips into what she hoped would look like a sarcastic smile.  

“Yes, it’s a guy,” she said.
“Well, I didn’t need to be a diviner to know that. What’s his name?”
Holly shrugged, as if it didn’t matter. “Roland Dee.”
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“Any other ID?”
Holly handed over a sheet of paper.
“Handwritten,” Sammie remarked. “You should have printed it.”
“Why?”
“Some people can tell things from handwriting.”
“Of course they can,” Holly replied with all the gravitas she could muster.  

“Listen... you really believe this stuff?”
“What stuff?”
“Genomancy.”
“I did at first, I bought the Irish thing. But then they promoted me and I began 

to see how the operation worked. It’s so cool. They pay me a fortune to use AIs to be 
genuine online with the customers... sympathise, empathise, whatever’s needed. And 
I can do that!” She shrugged. “Some are born to do it, most can’t. Acting with an AI 
riding you is like surfing a wave. You feel the flow and go with it. I was born to act, 
I’m sure. It’s in my genes.”

“Are you being genuine now?”
“Oh, yeah.”
“So this is this the real you?”
Sammie laughed. “There’s no real me! Didn’t you know? Nobody’s real these 

days, at least, nobody my age.” She studied Holly then added, “Perhaps it’s different 
for your generation.”

Holly nodded once, then sat back. “So there’s a gene for acting, is there?”
“There’s a gene for everything. Everybody knows that.”
Holly looked away. “How much?” she asked.
“Five thousand.”
“Now?”
“Yeah – this is off the record. It’ll help pay for my new conservatory.”
Holly nodded. “Off the record,” she said, passing her phone over to  

make the cryptopayment.
Sammie smiled, then departed.
Holly checked the miniature camera on her jacket. All recorded. Then she turned 

her lapel so that the camera saw her face. She smiled, though that wasn’t easy.

Holly sat Alice before the laptop, which she placed on the kitchen table. Then she 
sat next to her aunt. Alice seemed disconcerted by the closeness, but she didn’t move.

“What’s this all about, Holly?” she asked.
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“I want to tell you two stories. One is the story of a company trying to help people 
by working with what they really suffer from. The other is the story of a different sort 
of company.”

“Go on, then. But don’t get your hopes up. I forget things more and more.”
Holly pressed the return key. On the laptop screen people in white coats worked, 

the voice-over artist speaking with an Australian accent.
“Are these your people?” Alice asked.
Holly didn’t reply. Already one of her colleagues was speaking about personal 

family history, which led her to join the fight against degenerative diseases. The speech 
was emotive, the woman impassioned. This was her family she was fighting for. Then 
other speakers explained why they had got into Alzheimer’s research. Story after story 
after story. Real people doing real work: that was obvious from the video.

After ten minutes it ended.
“Now,” Holly said, “something I put together.”
She played the unedited version of her interview with Sammie.
Alice said nothing.
Holly gestured at the screen. “Sammie was real, the hologram ID proved that, 

and there I am. The end of the story. The twist in the tale, Aunty. It was me all along.”
Alice stared at her. “But... but... what did she mean by, I did at first, I bought the 

Irish thing?”
“People imagine that genes determine everything about us, and, in one sense, 

they do. But what people don’t realise is the enormous amount of other factors that 
apply. There’s no gene for being a scientist. There’s no gene for acting. There’s no gene 
for many things in our lives. But the people at Cassandra want to tell you a different 
story. They want you to believe that a diagnosis of future illness can always be assessed 
from a genome. It can’t. You’ve got to trust me here. You’ve got to see we share the 
same values in life. When I turned up, you classified me as a scientist. But I do what 
I do to help people. Cassie does what she does to exploit people.”

“But, everybody knows it’s true–”
“I’m not asking you to decide what’s true,” said Holly. “I’m asking you to trust me, 

because then you’ll see the validity of my life, and the lives of my fellow researchers 
in Australia. I really want to halt this hideous disease. Cassie doesn’t. Cassie wants 
guaranteed, consistent, reliable income. It’s why they tailor so-called health packages 
to their customers’ incomes.”    

“And the money?”
“The money?” Holly asked.
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“Yours... on the phone. It was fake?”
“No, Aunty. It was real. My own money. That’s the real twist in this story.”
Alice looked down, sighing. For a long time she said nothing.
“Then, Holly... I owe you,” she murmured.
Holly glanced away, relieved, though still concerned. Her aunt could remain 

susceptible to the platitudes of the internet, but at least now she had a more wholesome 
story to follow. That was progress.
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07 When I Visit 
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When I visit the palace, I see many marvellous things. I see young men with blue 
fans, cloaks of peacock feathers, high-heeled shoes. They wear white powdered wigs; 
their skin is brown. I see a golden cat on a golden lead, with sapphires dangling from 
the chain. They catch and spark in the light, drops of jewelled water, and reflect the 
fountains in the palace garden, which splash in constant motion until evening, when 
the fountains grow quiet and the wind from the mountains draws out the scent of 
the roses. It’s very faint, that scent, because although I can see the palace very clearly, 
all my other senses are muted. Very occasionally I can hear the murmur and hush 
of voices, catch the dim smell of the gardens, run my hand over the soft velvet of a 
curtain and feel a tiny pressure, taste nothing. 

Here, it’s the other way round. I can still see, just about. The colours at the end 
of the narrow tunnel which is all that remains of my vision are faded. I can hear, 
though, thanks to the implant, but it wasn’t a top of the range model and sometimes 
it crackles and blasts. Things don’t seem to taste the same as they used to, but that 
might be the food these days, I don’t know. And I can touch things: the corrugated 
rough fabric of this chair, the soft, often-washed sheets. But it’s my vision I miss and 
when I visit the palace, I drink the sights in as if I were a sponge. 

When I visit the palace, I don’t know what I look like to the people there, although 
I know they can see me. Here, I know exactly what my carers see. They see an old 
lady, with a badge pinned to her nightdress that says Robyn Backley. They see a person 
whom they are paid to look after. Some of them even see a retired English university 
lecturer. I make sure that they see a person who is interested in them, who remembers 
the things they say about their kids and their difficulties in getting to work, their pets 
and their problems. 

I am eighty-two years old and I am in a nursing home, from which I won’t emerge 
again, except in an eco-coffin. That’s okay. Everyone has their span, I accept that. I’m 
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old and getting older, winding down like an ancient clock. My batteries are running 
out. My knees have packed up. My eyes – well, I told you about that. But I can still 
visit the palace and that’s good enough for me. Before, all I had was the world and  
the world was – interesting, I suppose you might say, but we all leave the world  
behind eventually. 

Mazaa sometimes sits with me. I like Mazaa, too. She is my main carer, the team 
leader. ‘Mazaa’ is a name for daisies in her own language, and she wears plastic daisies 
in her hair, which is always carefully arranged. I can see little bits of her, through the 
tunnel: it is like the story of the blind men, looking at the elephant. One man thinks 
it is a long thin creature, because he can only feel its tail. Another, touching its leg, 
believes it to be a column. But I have not always been so blind and so I know that 
Mazaa is a compact, strong woman, always immaculate in her carer’s uniform, with 
a ready smile that splits her face in two. 

I also see, when she bends down, that Maz, as everyone calls her, takes a great 
deal of trouble with her hair. She sometimes does mine, whether I can see it or not. 
She was a hairdresser in her home city, Mek’ele, when she was a young girl, before she 
had to leave, before she became what they call a care health professional here.

“You have Ethiopian hair, Robyn,” she says. 
“It’s frizzy,” I grumble. “Your hair isn’t frizzy.” For Maz has ringlets, like an 

empress, and she laughs. 
“I mean it is a particular type of curly. It’s only frizzy because of your age.”
“I’m old and I have frizzy hair.” Do we all look back at old photographs and think 

how pretty we were? Pity we didn’t know it at the time. 
“It’s because of hormone levels, I think. But that’s OK. We can still do things with 

it.” As she’s saying this, she is brushing my hair, very gently. She never tugs. Helen 
Atkins, who is in the room next to me, has her hair done by Zotia, one of the other 
care health professionals, and she says Zotia pulls. 

“Like she’s trying to yank it out. She doesn’t like doing it. It bloody shows.”
“Why don’t you ask Maz to do it? She’s brilliant with hair.”
“Well.” I can’t see Mrs Atkins’ face very well at the end of my visual tunnel, but I 

can see enough to tell that it becomes closed and tight. As my nan used to say, a face 
like a smacked arse. “You know.”

She doesn’t say anything else but I do know, actually. She means that even though 
Zotia is Polish, she is still white, and Maz isn’t. I don’t know how this is even still a thing. 
But if she prefers tugged hair and watering eyes to someone who really understands 
hair, whatever, I think. When I was young, I’d have had plenty to say about that. But 
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we are too old to argue now, too old to change our minds. What’s the point, in God’s 
waiting room?

“England’s so green,” Maz said. “At least, in winter.”
“Hot in the summer, though.”
She laughed. “Not so hot that you have to run away.”
“No, not so hot as that. Yet, anyway.”
“Perhaps we will all end up in the Arctic Circle. What’s left of it.”
She was joking, I think. But she might be right, all the same. Siberia was a way 

of saying ‘frozen’ when I was a little kid and now it’s a breadbasket. I don’t think I’ll 
live to see everyone crowd even further north and in a way I’m glad. But in a way, 
too, I’d like to see it. I’d like to find out what happens; it seems a shame to check out 
before my century is over. There are life-lengthening drugs, but not for the likes of me  
or Maz. I’m lucky, though: I had a house to sell, to fund my care, and a bit of a  
private pension.

“Might be a bit chilly, up in the Arctic.”
“I don’t think I could be too cold, or too wet.” She went quiet then. She didn’t 

need to say anything; I’d seen it on the news. Feels like yesterday: they’re right in that, 
time speeds up when you get old, speeding past you like a motorway. All the pictures 
on the news: the equatorial fires, places too hot to live in any more, the convoys of 
people streaming north. One of whom was now spraying my bedside cupboard with 
an anti-bacterial spray.

I have not told anyone about the palace. It is a recent thing: before that, I had 
visions of Wolverhampton. I can say with confidence that this was a lot less visually 
pleasing. I know Wolverhampton well; I was born in the Potteries and I lived in 
Wolverhampton for many, many years. I’m a Jug Head, not a Yam Yam, as they used 
to say. Now I’m back in Stoke, full circle. But I’m fond enough of the city, and when 
it started visiting me, I was quite pleased, having lost so much of the use of my eyes. 

Then Wolverhampton, having visited, left me alone for a bit and was replaced 
by bits of Brum. I did finally confess this to the duty psychiatrist. She didn’t seem  
unduly alarmed.

“Is this dementia? Am I demented?”
“You don’t seem demented to me,” she said. We’d just been discussing the football 

results, about which I had opinions. She looked at her tablet. “I don’t think Villa should 
have won that match, either. I can’t believe the ref…I’m going to do some tests. D’you 
mind? Ask the nurse to take some bloods, that sort of thing.”
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“Go ahead.”
So she did, and came back three days later to inform me that I had Charles Bonnet 

syndrome, which I’d never heard of.
“What Bonnet syndrome?”
“It’s not uncommon in elderly people who have severe macular deterioration. It’s 

as though, because you can no longer see, the visual processing bit of your brain gets 
bored and starts conjuring things up.”

“Like Birmingham city centre.”
“Yes, like that.” 
“So I have a syndrome.”
“Yes. It’s not dementia, or a mental illness. I need to be very clear about that. It’s 

like dreaming but you’re awake.”
“Well, I don’t mind it.”
“That’s just as well, because I’m afraid there’s no cure. If you start to see things 

that are distressing or upsetting, do tell me, or someone. Don’t keep it to yourself.”
“I won’t.” Birmingham wasn’t upsetting, as such. It was rather nice to see it again.
I have no idea where the palace comes from.

There are benefits to being in this care home.  Make no mistake, it is a terminal 
care facility. Apart from the Charles Bonnet thing, and being old, I have a terminal 
illness. Not cancer, or diabetes: we could perhaps have ironed those out. One of the 
newer ones. I was pretty healthy up to that point, but Djering’s Disease stopped me 
in my tracks for about six months. I was lucky, unlike a lot of people. Eventually 
they came up with a vaccine and life, with all its stops and starts throughout the 21st 
century, began again, which was just as well because I couldn’t afford to take early 
retirement and I didn’t want to go onto disability income – getting that’s like a full-
time job in itself. 

I had the jab every year after that, but although it stopped me from getting double 
D again, it didn’t help those of us who had already had the illness which, as became 
obvious a decade later, has a dormant phase. A Trojan horse, in fact. Something hides 
alongside Djering’s, takes its time, looks at the brochures of where it might take a 
holiday in the human body. With me, it was the bit of my nervous system that affects 
my legs. It took a while to come on fully, creeping up on me over the next ten years, 
and now I can’t walk at all. Eventually it will affect my cerebral cortex and shut it 
down and I will die. 

But you have to die of something. 
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Initially I thought that was what the palace was all about, and in a way it 
was, because my failing sight and the Charles Bonnet Syndrome were probably 
caused by that, too, although they’re not sure. So my condition, like God, giveth  
and taketh away. 

I was reminded of the benefits when Maz came in to wash me last night, and she 
absentmindedly picked up my hand to look at my wrist.

“Oh! Sorry. I keep forgetting.”
“It’s automatic,” I said. 
“I’m so used to doing it.”
“Of course.”
She was close enough that I could see her own bracelet, busily humming away 

to itself, sending details of her blood pressure and sugar levels, her temperature and  
heart-rate, to Ambient, who own this particular care home, and thence to the 
Department of Health.  

“I don’t miss mine,” I told her. 
“It’s part of me. I’ve had one ever since I was little, in Mek’ele.”
“They didn’t have them when I was a kid,” I said.
Her eyes widened. “Really? No, I don’t suppose they did then.”
“I didn’t have a bracelet until I was grown up. But before that I had a Fitbit and 

all that stuff. I had an Apple watch.”
Maz nodded, as if impressed, but I might as well have told her that I carved all 

my letters onto a stone slab. Through the narrow tunnel of my vision, I could see that 
her own bracelet was a delicate thing: a transparent band with pretty gold swirls on 
it. The little lights showed the data transfer, which streamed up her interactive sleeve 
in faint scrolls. That would be my own readouts, the ones she’d just taken. 

“So, when I was a kid,” Maz said. “We had all the stuff, because my part of Africa 
then was really ahead in tech and it was a big thing, you know, fashion and that. But 
before I was fitted with mine, my dad took me out to see my gran, one day, and she 
lived out in the countryside, and he ‘lost’ his bracelet.” She made quote marks in the 
air. “And we had a Talk.”

I nodded. I hadn’t had a Talk myself, because when my bracelet was put on my 
wrist, I was an adult and no-one had needed to tell me the downside: there had been 
enough rumour-mongering about it, before we all had to comply. 

“Oh no! He lost it?”
“Well, yeah. Luckily he ‘found’ it again.”
It’s like a dance. Maz’s dad must have used some sort of black tech, to fuzz up 
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the bracelet temporarily, and tell his daughter what she might expect when the pretty 
thing was put onto her little wrist. No-one knows quite what your bracelet does, but the 
rumours continue on the dark web, I understand. Your bracelet can hear everything 
you say, so you’re careful what comes out of your mouth. But more than that: if you’re 
watching a politician on the screen and your blood pressure goes up, your breathing 
quickens, all the signs and markers of anger, then they say that a note goes into your 
file somewhere, a little note, nothing more. But if all those notes add up, well. That’s 
a bit different. You might be invited into a Department of Health contractor’s office 
and given a Talk of an entirely other kind. And maybe you won’t get a pay rise that 
year, or maybe you find your social media platform isn’t working as well as it used to, 
or you’re denied some benefits and social security, what’s left of it, seems a bit vague 
as to why.

But no-one really knows this stuff for certain. There’s all sorts of conspiracy 
theories. Zotia, the other carer – who is lovely, by the way, even if she’s not good with 
hair, don’t get me wrong – is into all kinds of stuff and she doesn’t seem to get into 
trouble for it. Maybe these conspiracies serve some kind of government agenda – but 
then that’s a conspiracy as well, isn’t it?  I just listen and smile. 

I had a listen to all this just now – what I’ve recorded for you – and I realise that 
I’ve been rambling. Sorry about that. It would be out with the red tracker if I was 
marking one of my student’s essays. Maz was trying to check my bracelet when she 
picked up my hand, but of course my bracelet isn’t there any more. It developed some 
kind of fault, which that batch was apparently prone to, not surprising given how old 
it is, and a nice technician came to take it off. 

“When will my new one be coming?” I asked him, because I felt a bit bald without 
it, really. Perhaps it was like losing a limb: you’re supposed to feel phantom pain. I 
didn’t feel pain, but I could feel an absence. Does that make sense? 

“Oh,” he said. “I’m not sure. I expect they’ll let you know.”
Before I came here I’d never heard of anyone having a bracelet removed and 

not having a new one, but quite a lot of people here don’t have one. I could tell from 
his voice that he found it a bit awkward. They won’t bother to give you a new one  
because you’re not going to be here much longer and anyway, what can you get up to 
at your age?

I didn’t want to make any jokes about time off for good behaviour. I sort of missed 
it: it’s like a little friend, after all. It’s your doorway to all sorts of things: social media 
and the net, the news, your friends, your books, your tech. Without it, there was just 
me and the solid world. It’s one reason I’m grateful for Charles Bonnet. 
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But I can’t help wondering if the palace is some kind of legacy. A digital artefact, 
somewhere in cyberspace. What if CB syndrome isn’t just your daydreaming mind, 
but a glimpse into some other reality? That’s partly why I’ve not mentioned the palace 
to anyone. Don’t want to get accused of some kind of subversive activity or impure 
thoughts at this stage. And also, I think it might just sound a bit mad, frankly. 

There is a girl who lives in the palace. I see her more and more frequently. She is 
very beautiful. Her hair is black and ringleted, like Maz’s, but her face is broader and 
less angular, and her skin is darker. She wears an ice-blue crinoline and she carries a 
fan. Her earrings are made of fronds of coral. She always smiles when she sees me, as 
though she is delighted I’m there. I would like to ask her what her name is, but when 
I try to speak she leans closer, listening intently. But then she shakes her head. 

Back in reality, Maz has been offered another job. She is debating whether to take 
it, and asks me what I think when she brings me some tea. 

“It’s the same salary. But the possibilities for promotion are better. The thing is, 
though, I don’t just want to go into admin; I like my clients.”

“Would you have to move?”
“No, it’s in Stoke. So it would be the same commute. It’s even on the same tramline.”
“Well, it’s your market.”
“Yes, it’s not as though I don’t have choices.”
Ambient is constantly advertising for personnel. I used to see the big pop-ups on 

my way to university, suddenly manifesting on the side of the tramtracks, on buses. 
It’s the last stage in the equation that has been playing out over the course of my life: 
more people dying from NCDs like diabetes and heart failure, plus periodic pandemics, 
population growth slowing down because women like me want more from life than 
looking after kids. In times gone by, the kids would have been the ones to look after 
us. Now, that task falls on people like Maz. 

“It’s just as well for you lot that central Africa heated up,” Maz said once to me, 
rather tartly. I think Mrs Atkins had had a go. “Otherwise who would be plumping 
up your pillows now?”

Maz is right. Who would? Care is one of this country’s biggest industries now. 
Maz and I are little cogs in a big people factory. But Maz is in a good position; she’s 
the one in demand. 
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I noticed recently that the palace is appearing more and more often. I don’t know 
if that means I’m really bored – there is a TV in this room but I can’t be bothered 
with the rubbish they put on it these days – or whether it means something else. And 
it seems to me that, although CB syndrome is supposed to be visual only, I did, as I’ve 
told you, have other impressions of the palace, like the scent of the flowers, and this 
seems to be increasing. Last night the roses were really quite strong. 

Maz has decided to take the new job. 
“Like I said, it’s the same salary initially. But if I do go up a grade, that does  

mean more pay.”
“That makes sense. I think it’s a good idea, Maz.”
“Cheers! I wanted to run it past you.”
“Most people wouldn’t bother about what an old woman like me thinks.”
“You know how the world works. I think we ought to listen to older people more.”
“That’s your culture talking, Maz, not mine.”
“Well.” She is too diplomatic to say that she has a lot of opinions about the way 

the English do things. 
“But I should be saying congratulations,” I add.
“I’ll miss you. Maybe I could come back and see you sometimes?”
“I’ll miss you, too. And yes, I’d like that, but don’t worry if you can’t. I know what 

it’s like, and you’ll have a lot on your plate. When are you actually leaving?”
“At the end of the month.” That’s about a week away. “I gave in my notice and 

Ambient say I can leave then, because it’s the same company.”
So Zotia will be team leader, apparently, and that’s good: in spite of some of her 

crazy ideas, she’s a very good person. 

In the last week, I’ve been seeing more of the palace than ever before. I’ve been 
spending a lot of time there. I’m sure the carers just see an old lady staring into space. 
But I’ve been having adventures. I can hear the girl in the ice-blue dress now – her 
name is Marjani. I told her my name. She took me by the hand and we walked to the 
edge of the palace, a high battlemented wall. Up the steps, and there from the wide 
parapet I could see the desert beyond, mile upon mile of hot empty red.

“Does anyone live there?” I asked Marjani and she said, “Not any more.”

Maz came to see me to say goodbye today. I’m recording this just after she left. 
We both cried a bit although we didn’t mean to. We both apologized. The tunnel has 
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narrowed to a tiny point now and I couldn’t see her face, just a scrap of her uniform, 
but I could hear her sadness in her voice and that set me off, too. While she was there, 
I started seeing the palace. I thought it might be worth a try, so I asked Maz to bend 
down and look over my shoulder.

“Can you see it?” I asked her. She knows about the CB syndrome.
“I can see the window and the garden, but – oh. I think I can see something, 

maybe. A sort of lightness Is it very blue?”
“Yes, all blue, and wonderful.”
“I can’t see anything really. Just a patch of blue, all of a sudden. It’s gone now.”
I didn’t know if she was just humouring me, but then, there was the blue. I told 

her about Marjani. 
“That’s an Ethiopian name,” she said. “It means ‘coral’. How lovely, to  

have a palace.”
“It’s better than the television,” I told her. 
I heard her say, “I’ll come and see you, as soon as I can. Goodbye, Robyn.”
“Goodbye, Maz.”
I would like to see her again but I don’t think I will. I’m recording this now 

but then I’m going to put the recorder in the bedside drawer. And then I will rise 
and walk from this room into the palace, where everything is so blue, and I will not  
look back again.

When I Visit the Palace
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Mel’s appointment with her new doctor was at midday. The pain was worse, 
centred on a tender spot lying over her uterus, and she consoled herself by deciding 
that getting a private GP was always going to be better than relying on the Jackson 
Hospital. How could it be worse? What remained of the NHS was in chaos and already 
one government had fallen because of the mess.

The private hospital was set in leafy grounds on the edge of town. Its waiting 
room was quiet, Radio 2 playing in the background, with a large area for children; 
plenty of toys. She was one of three patients, all women, the others each with a child. 
The receptionist was polite and relaxed. The whole place felt calm. In contrast, her 
memory of Jackson Hospital was of an untidy waiting area, posters dog-eared on the 
noticeboard, the remains of floor cleaning machines left to rot in corners.

She was with Dr Lee. Apparently he was experienced, knowledgeable and well 
thought of.

His consulting room was large, with a huge window, in front of which he sat. Yet, 
seeing him, she felt a twinge of concern. He looked at least seventy and he was busy 
at his computer.

“Please sit,” he said to his monitor. “I shan’t be a moment. We have nine  
minutes yet.” At last he turned to smile at her. “Miss...” He glanced away. “Cope. Very 
nice to meet you, and welcome to the practice. Now, what would you like to talk with 
me about?”

Mel had rehearsed this moment for days. “I suspect it’s a gynaecological  
thing,” she began.

“Well, tell me your current symptoms, and I will decide. Do feel free to speak of 
everything at this stage.”

She nodded, wondering why he needed to tell her that he would decide. Perhaps 
it was the whole Google doctor issue – people seeing their GP thinking they already 
knew what their diagnosis would be. She hesitated. Her problems had continued for 
a long time, and, inevitably, she had turned to online resources.
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In a quiet voice she said, “I don’t need you to discuss prior diagnoses. The pain 
is centred just above my uterus, you see.”

He nodded. “Your womb.”
“Uh... yes. I’ve been bleeding constantly for over twelve months. At the Jackson I 

had internals, ultrasounds and a blood test. I’d take the pill, but none of them agree 
with me.”

“Does the bleeding stop when you take the pill?”
“Yes.”
“I have had a look over your NHS records,” he said. “There has been some bleeding 

from the cervix apparently, but of course that is normal for some women.”
“Normal?”
“Yes. You are twenty-four. A bit of blood from the cervix is not unusual at your 

age, and, if that is what is happening, then in time it should cease.”
“In time?” she said.
“Do you suffer from IBS?”
“Uh... no. I don’t think so. Why?”
“You don’t think so?”
She shook her head. One of the doctors at the Jackson Hospital had been convinced 

she had IBS. “What are the symptoms?”
He looked at his monitor for a while. “I suspect this whole issue is just the way 

your body has been put together. Women’s physiology varies enormously, much more 
than men’s.”

Mel sat back, reminded of her last GP. “Well, what did you think of my 
family history?”

He frowned. “I don’t know what you mean.”
“My aunt had cervical cancer. My other aunt was infertile. And my Mum’s periods, 

they were very heav–”
“Family history is not relevant in cases like these, Miss Cope. I have not read it. 

My job is to assess you here and now, then do my best for you.”
“Assess already?” she asked.
“Are you at your usual weight right now?”
At once she froze. “Why?”
“People often look for a single explanation, but I suspect your symptoms are 

caused by several factors, one being the weight you are carrying. Dizziness, tiredness, 
listlessness... those kinds of things. Iron deficiency also.”

“Are you going to examine me?”
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“Later, I expect. This is an exploratory session.” He smiled. “You’re an otherwise 
healthy young woman. I’m pretty sure that once you’ve started having babies everything 
will sort itself out.”

The pain is most likely to be IBS,” he continued. “But I can prescribe Tranexamic 
Acid for you if you like.”

“But that didn’t work before.”
“It is always worth trying again.”
Mel walked out of the room. She felt crushed.

Work was busy. Too busy. She felt overwhelmed, unable to concentrate, Dr Lee’s 
words – so softly spoken, and with a smile – echoing around her mind. Were all 
doctors like this? Were women so complex they could not be understood and helped 
by any health sector?

Her colleagues in Data Gathering at Goode Ltd were mostly male. A couple of 
female colleagues sympathised, but both had young families having conceived without 
delay. They were slim and successful. Only Roy, the geek of the department, had any 
time for her, and he knew little about real life.

What rankled was how her assumption of the superior nature of private practice 
had been falsified. With the NHS in confusion, thousands of people were taking out 
insurance and going private – the papers were full of the exodus. She had believed 
the hype. Shocked, she found herself back at work in exactly the same situation, and 
still in pain.

Even the private corporate status of her employer annoyed her now. Instead of 
aiding and complementing the NHS, she saw them as exploiting it. Private drugs, 
private equipment, private care. It was all wrong.

Roy put a cup of coffee on her desk and knelt down at her side. “You look tired.”
She glared at him. “Dizziness, tiredness, listlessness...  must be iron  

deficiency then.”
He stood up, silent, his expression disappointed.
“Oh, I’m sorry Roy,” she said, glancing down at the coffee. “Rotten day.”
“Was it bad news at the doc’s yesterday?”
She looked up at him, knowing he could not understand. “It was no news,”  

she replied.
He nodded. “Anything I can do to help?”
His expression was so dejected she took him seriously. Was it possible he felt 

something for her? Most unlikely. Why would he? But then she considered what part 
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of Goode Ltd they worked for.
“Roy... you know George?” she said.
He nodded.
“Will it be ready soon?”
“He’s ready now, but we’re finalising algorithm tests.”
“Then,” she continued, “it could be used to give someone a diagnosis?”
“Yeah.”
She nodded. An idea occurred to her. As he strolled away she called his name, 

then said, “I like your new haircut.”

They sat down for dinner at Chutneys Bangladeshi Restaurant. Roy wore some 
kind of cardigan over some kind of shirt. But at least he had made half an effort.

“This is nice,” she said. “I’ve only ever collected Chutneys’ takeaways.”
“Same here,” he replied. “Not cool to go to a restaurant alone.”
She smiled. He was the cute geek type, she decided.
“Do you ever work with the data I gather?” she asked.
“Expect so,” he replied. “But we don’t need to know sources. When you’re designing 

the English National Virtual Patient, all data is good data.”
She nodded, keeping her gaze firmly locked to his. “When you say it like that, it 

sounds so imposing.”
He shrugged. “Engineers and electronics guys have been making virtual designs 

for decades, they’re brilliant for testing and stuff. But with the lack of public funding 
and the rise of AIs making diagnoses better than doctors, it was inevitable there’d be 
a race to build things like George.”

“Are we winning?”
“Oh, yeah. Of course!”
She smiled, feeling hopeful. “Really?”
He laughed. “There’s millions of pounds of bonuses depending on it. I’m hoping 

to buy a flat.”
She glanced away, annoyed at his unthinking acceptance of such corporate ploys. 

“Do you think the NHS should have George?” she asked.
He snorted. “Don’t you watch the news? The NHS is cracking up. It’ll be snapped 

up by 2050. I hope Goode gets the decent stuff – the data.” He grinned. “Bringing the 
bacon home.”

Now she had to act to keep irritation off her face. “But the NHS has been around 
for almost a century.”
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“So? Listen Mel, you need to lighten up. Goode Ltd is a home for people like us 
who know data. I’m not getting a better job anywhere else... well, not in the foreseeable. 
They need me right now. I have to balance huge amounts of data to make George 
racially diverse.” He leaned forward, steepling his hands together. “This is England, 
you know, and there’s all shades of skin. George is going to be the perfect mix of every 
race living here. Nobody’s gonna drop any identity politics shit on us.”

“What about different ages?” she asked.
“Built in. George serves for all.”
She smiled, buoyed by his optimism. “You’re a good man, Roy. I like the way you 

take those things seriously.”
He nodded. “Oh, you’ve got to.”
“And what does it stand for?” she asked.
“What does what?”
“George.”
“Stand for?” he asked.
“Yes – the acronym.”
“He’s just called George. It doesn’t stand for anything.”
Mel sat back. Now she felt like she had with Dr Lee. “Not an acronym?”
“He’s called George after-”
“You mean,” she said, “it’s a male virtual patient?”
“Yeah.”
“But what about women?”
“Well,” he replied, “we had to choose one or the other. Men are kind of like the 

default, you know? There’ll be adjustments for women, I’m sure.” He sniffed. “Not my 
department.”

“Then whose department is it?”
His shrug was all the reply she needed.

Mel’s irritation turned to fury. She was in pain, bleeding again, with no answer 
in sight from any GP. Online sources gave her nine possible diagnoses, including a 
professional one she paid £599 for, which told her she had erratic, painful periods 
with likely hormonal variation on top. Tranexamic Acid or the pill would stop the 
bleeding, apparently.

Dr Lee’s final insult returned to haunt her: once you’ve started having babies...
For the entirety of her employment at Goode Ltd she had assumed George was 

an acronym: General English blah blah blah blah. It never once occurred to her that 
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they would use a male body to represent everyone in England. Now rage made her 
tremble. One woman sat in the boardroom of Goode Ltd, while every IT and Data 
Department manager was a man. Of course, all the cleaners were women, like the 
assistants in the canteen.

Having previously been agnostic regarding the worth of Goode Ltd, and having 
pondered the state of private healthcare only in PSHE lessons, she now felt consumed 
by a desire to do something about the situation she lived with. Every day the papers 
enjoyed their feeding frenzy around the demise of the NHS in the hands of the new 
government. Isolated from Europe, separated from Scotland, and with America too 
busy in China to worry about anything else, England was becoming a backwater: 
falling apart at the seams. The economy meanwhile was turning to China and Korea 
in a last effort to stay afloat.

But what could she do for ordinary people? She was a functionary in a  
faceless corporation.

Of course, there was always Roy and his inside information... He had gone on 
one date with her, so the possibility of using him remained.

She felt no guilt. This had to be done for over thirty million women, all of whom 
were supposed to be represented by the male virtual body called George.

The return visit to Chutneys was a more polished experience. Roy wore a 
cardigan and a shirt, and had combed his hair. She, meanwhile, dressed down to meet 
him half way.

“How shall we do this then?” she asked.
“I could hack into your NHS record.”
“Then feed the data to George?”
He nodded. “Unless you want the private doctor’s-”
“No,” she interrupted. “I want to use only Goode IT. No NHS computers,  

no private.”
“Why not?” he asked.
Though she knew she must not, she hesitated. Despite the warning she gave 

herself, she glanced away. Impossible not to. “Well,” she said, cracking a papadum to 
distract him, “we need to keep this in-house. I know it’s not illegal, but it is unethical.”

He shrugged. “It’s a perk of the job, you know? Even unethical perks aren’t really 
unethical. It’s like stealing stationery – corporations expect it. So, we take perks all 
the time.”

She looked at him. “We?”
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“Us lads. It’s data, isn’t it? Be mad not to use it.”
“You mean, you use it for your own purposes?”
He nodded.
“But doesn’t that breach the data protection–”
He waved a hand to stop her speaking. “Yes, it does technically, but we’re not in 

Europe any more, are we? GDPR was their idea. And this country is going to the dogs, 
Mel. If you’ve got any sense you’ll do the same thing before this company is bought 
by the Koreans. In a decade we’ll be out on our ears.”

She had never pondered this. “You’re serious?”
“Enjoy the ride while you can. Accumulate. Get those perks, even if you believe 

they’re dodgy. Chances are they’re not anyway. And if nobody finds out, they’re 
definitely not dodgy.”

Mel nodded, though without enthusiasm. Was this the way of things in her 
future? Dog eat dog and everyone for themselves? That was not a world she wanted 
to be part of.

She snapped another papadum, not knowing what next to say.
“Listen,” he said, “I totally get it that you’re frustrated by doctors not giving you 

a proper diagnosis. My Mum had PCOS, misdiagnosed for ages. But I’ll help you. If 
you really want to do it in-house, I’ll make some virtual servers and we’ll use them.”

Mel stared at him, then took a sip of her water. She knew what a virtual server 
was. “You mean, George’ll fit?”

“Sure! We do use Korean mainframes, you know? George doesn’t need all the 
data to keep him going, that’s just what we use to train him up. Hence, you and the 
Data Gathering Department. The AI itself though... that’s the special thing.”

“But, then couldn’t George be stolen?”
“Not from Goode! Our protection is A-grade Chinese. But, like you said, if we’re 

only pushing a copy of George onto our own virtual servers, using him to diagnose 
you, then deleting him, what does it matter? You’re an employee, aren’t you? Perk of 
the job. Use it.”

She nodded. “Maybe I should...”
He smiled, raising his arms to put both hands behind his head. “Told  

you I’d help.”
She looked at him. This was the time for maximum flattery. “You’re a good man, 

Roy. I won’t forget this.”
He sat back, grinning. “I’m good at Goode. You know it.”
There being no other option, they agreed to make the push soon, in the small 
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hours one morning. Some of the senior managers were getting itchy palms about 
George not being ready on schedule. Hundreds of millions of pounds of profit lay at 
risk. Shareholders might revolt. The usual story.

Roy took a couple of days’ personal leave so that he needed to catch up extra 
hours, making an ad hoc arrangement with his line manager to work overnight for a 
week. This was uncommon, but nothing worth examining by HR. Roy told Mel some 
employees would be doing overtime as the NHS imploded and Goode Ltd rose from 
its ashes.

“You mean, feed from its ashes,” Mel remarked, making a fair impression  
of a grin.

Roy laughed. “It’s the way of the world.”
Standing behind him, Mel nodded. Not for much longer, she thought. She handed 

him another can of beer, watching his stubby fingers tap over keys. On her mobile, 
out of view, she videoed him as he typed his passwords.

Roy gestured her to his side. He belched. “Ready?”
Via her phone Mel activated the VPN she had prepared. “Yes.”
“Good. Have a think on your symptoms, most serious first, then all the rest in 

decreasing order, which we’ll tell George. I’m off for a wee.” He laughed. “B.R.B.”
She grinned at him, then winked. He was full of beer, as she had planned.
While he was away she made the link then gave George a push.
Then she sent an email to a hotshot London journalist: young, hungry. The email 

would be followed up, she knew.

The new community hospital was set in leafy grounds on the edge of town. The 
waiting room was quiet, Radio 2 playing in the background, with a large area for 
children; plenty of toys. She was one of eight patients, all women, most of the others 
each with a child. The receptionist was polite and relaxed. The whole place felt calm.

She smiled. Dr Hobbs was a woman.
The appointment was limited to twenty minutes. Halfway through, Dr Hobbs 

said, “Have you ever been diagnosed with endometriosis?”
Mel shrugged. “That was one diagnosis, but I never could get anybody to follow 

it up. They were too busy fobbing me off so they could reduce their backlog.”
Dr Hobbs gave a sad smile. “Things are much better now,” she said. She was clearly 

trying to be diplomatic – things were still by no means perfect – but the release of 
George into the open-source community had triggered far-reaching change across the 
health sector. What had risen from the ashes was not hungry companies like Goode 
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picking over the spoils, but a new NHS, based on teaching and community hospitals 
and a culture of openness and collaboration... 

“Have I definitely got endometriosis?” Mel asked.
“I aim to find out. I suspect you have, but I can’t be certain having met you only 

once. Of course, I do have access to Georgina, and that will help – AIs can in many 
circumstances diagnose better than GPs. But you and I will get to know one another, 
and you won’t be fobbed off by me, whatever route we end up taking to find out what’s 
causing your pain and bleeding. Of course, if you move house...”

Mel shook her head. “I have a feeling I’ll be staying local for a while.”
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Noah peers up into the clear sky from our bay window and cranes his neck to 
see if clouds are moving in from the west. He announces that he’ll take Alice to the 
park. “I reckon the worst of the winter is behind us now.” He turns to me and his 
facial muscles rearrange. His sunny visage dissolves. He mirrors my frown. My head 
fills with static noise as I anticipate Alice leaving the house. I’m annoyed with myself. 
Obviously, she’ll be safe with Noah. Words skip through my head—trip, fall, cut, 
stiches, fracture, siren, ambulance.

He says, “We’ll give you an hour’s break, hey? And you can make that call. While 
you have the house to yourself.”

In a false show of enthusiasm, I say, “Yes, I’ll do that.” I will make the call.
While picking at my fingernails, I wonder how I’ll cope when Alice starts nursery 

in the autumn. She is such a sociable child. I know she needs to go, make new friends. 
Perhaps Noah could do the nursery drop-offs, and I’ll do the pick-ups. The way I am 
now, I can’t imagine waving her off without having palpitations.

Surely, children suffer from separation anxiety, not parents. 
I totally agree with Noah that I should work towards finding a solution, finding 

help. I told him this morning over breakfast, “If only I could sleep better.” And Noah 
insisted that when I spoke to the doctor I must explain about the nightmares. I know 
for sure, one hundred per cent, where they originate. But knowing the cause does not 
help me in the slightest. 

It’s some perverse form of the baby-blues. Perverse because, as far as I know, post-
natal depression is linked with natural births, the physical trauma. Whereas I carried 
Alice for only twenty-two weeks—my pre-emptive caesarean being presented to me 
as a rational choice given my age and my risk factors. But I never felt happy about it. 
Alice’s full-term birth, the gentlest of procedures, involved the unzipping of her baby-
bag in a sterile gestation ward. 
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Alice says, “Come on, Mum. Let’s go.” 
I kneel before her in the hallway, fasten her coat and help with her gloves,  

saying, “Spread your fingers, Alice.” And we laugh as we always do. Mittens would 
be easier. “There. Go and make mischief with your dad. I’ll make hot chocolate when 
you get back.”

Alice stares at me. Almost incredulous. “You’re not coming?” 
“I might catch up with you.”
Noah takes her hand. Alice looks up at Noah and back at me. “You always come 

to the park.”
“You’ll enjoy yourselves. Now go on.” For once, I don’t say to her, Be careful.
As they close the door, the letter box rattles, and I roll my shoulders to release 

the tension.

I log on to the medical consultation platform. As a delaying tactic—because I’m 
not sure how to start the conversation—I fiddle with the appearance of my avatar, 
hoping to convey an impression of calm confidence. I replace the avatar’s wavy hairstyle 
with a straight bob with an angled fringe. Black-framed glasses, which on second 
thoughts I switch to pale blue frames. I check the avatar options for the doctor and 
select a female with a round face. All the faces are smiley, and each doctor wears a 
white coat. A stethoscope is optional. Over-the-top, I reckon. I choose an informal 
consultation room so that we sit in armchairs on either side of a log fire, and I change 
the default bland painting over the fireplace to a Tracey Emin bird print. Finally, 
I select a landscape with cherry trees, which is visible through the floor-to-ceiling 
windows behind the doctor’s armchair. Cherry blossom quivers in a breeze.

The consultation is prefaced by a number of prompts to confirm my identity 
and to outline the reason for my call. I speak in clear sentences. “You will see from 
my notes that I don’t often require a consultation. And my family is well within our 
annual quota.” I try to sound light-hearted. “And no trips to Accident and Emergency, 
I’m happy to say. I’m contacting you today because I’m not sleeping well. On average, I 
have serious sleep problems twice a week and I’m finding it difficult to focus on work 
commitments.” No doubt, the key phrases—sleep problems and work commitments—
will be picked up. The software will also pick up my accent—a northern one, gentle 
I’d like to think—and apply that accent to the doctor’s speech. 

Our session begins. The doctor opens her palm and a sheaf of papers materialise—
my virtual medical history—and she leafs through them. 

“There is nothing in your notes about a sleep problem.”
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These consultations are invariably abrupt. I hoped the relaxed environment of the 
consulting room might soften the mood. But her clipped tone suggests an interrogation 
or confrontation rather than a fireside chat.

“I’ve never mentioned this problem before, but it’s been going on for some time. 
It’s a recurring nightmare, you see. I wake me up in a sweat about twice a week, 
sometimes three times. When I go to bed, I find I’m nervous about falling to sleep, 
so all my nights are affected one way or another.”

“Difficult to focus on work commitments. Do you feel stressed?” 
“Not as such. I just feel tired. Not as sharp as I should be.”
The doctor’s avatar places a finger on her cheek. “I see. Sleep problems.  

Nightmares. Tired.”
Evidently, the person behind the avatar is following a protocol. I imagine 

her reading a decision tree. Sleep problems>Stress. Sleep problems>Nightmares. 
Sleep problems>Snoring. Sleep problems>Shift worker. She’ll have selected Sleep 
problems>Nightmares. 

Our family health policy is not the best, and I suspect this first point of contact is 
not with a doctor. Is this an AI triage? Or does the platform employ medical students 
who work shifts? Do these sessions help them with their studies? I could be speaking 
to a school-leaver, and this may be their first day on the job, which would be annoying 
for me. After all, I have my own self-diagnosis app.

“I am sending you advice on how to prepare for sleep, and if you follow the 
advice you may see some improvement. Don’t read it now. Please read it at the end of 
our session.”

Again, this must be standard. I mentioned sleep problems so, automatically, she 
sends me a steps-towards-bedtime advice note. But I’m not stupid. I’ve done my own 
research already and tried all the usual suggestions.

She continues. “Tell me about your recurring nightmare.”
I walk my avatar to the window of the consulting room and turn to face the 

doctor who is still seated. I consider aborting the session. In a real-world, face-to-
face consultation, I could be confident of a certain level of privacy, but those sessions 
are exorbitant. What if this so-called ‘doctor’ doesn’t take privacy seriously? Is her 
supervisor listening in? Will they talk about this session in the pub tonight?

Noah and I should upgrade to a better policy.
I press on. “The dream is always the same. I’m visiting the baby clinic where my 

daughter is gestating for the second half of her foetal development. I walk along the 
rows of baby-bags, calmly at first, but I become panicky because Alice isn’t in the 
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place she’s supposed to be. And I start running along the rows, and the nurses are 
chasing me, shouting, ‘You shouldn’t be in here. You’re unfit. You’re unfit.’ And then 
I wake up.”

“Is this based on lived experience?”
“Partly. My daughter did gestate remotely.”
“For what reason?” 
“It’s in my notes.”
Silence for several moments. The avatar leafs through the papers again.
“Advanced maternal age.”
“In my mid-forties when I became pregnant. The doctors insisted that remote 

gestation would be safer for the baby.”
“Correct.” A momentary pause. “Older mothers have a greater risk of giving birth 

super-premature, leading to chronic health complications for the baby.” 
“Even so, I didn’t really want Alice to be migrated. I felt pressurised into accepting 

the procedure. So, the C-section took place at twenty-two weeks. And my husband 
and I visited the gestation ward as often as we were allowed. Once a week.”

“The nurses in your dream say you are unfit.”
“Well, I can’t stop them saying that, can I? It’s a dream. And it’s not true. I’m 

confident that I am a good mother. But I remember, one time when I visited the 
gestation clinic, seeing the other foetuses—the ones rescued from problem families. 
I felt sorry for them. And it stuck with me.”

“Describe your relationship with Alice.”
“Despite our separation, I bonded well with Alice immediately. In fact, I become 

agitated if she’s out of my sight. So, it’s not just the nightmares. I want to relax  
a little more.”

“Unreasonable anxiety.”
I wonder if she has identified this phrase on another decision tree. “I’m sure it’s a 

throwback. At the gestation clinic, I worried that the nurses would mix up the babies, 
and I found it deeply distressing to leave Alice at the end of visiting time. So, I know 
why I’m having these nightmares. I just want them to stop.”

“I understand.” Silence again for several moments. She begins a monologue about 
the need for good sleep patterns, a verbal reiteration of the advice she has already 
sent to me. It’s obvious: she’s keeping me on hold while she hands my session over to 
another ‘doctor’, perhaps with a specialism. Maybe she keyed in sleep plus gestation 
clinic plus unreasonable anxiety plus nightmares.

While I’m waiting, I swivel my avatar around to face the blossom trees. 
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“I’m sorry for the delay,” says the new doctor. “I love the consulting room you’ve 
chosen. It’s my favourite. And what a lovely view.” A deep female voice with a similar 
overlay of a light northern accent. There’s a confidence in her informality. She asks me 
to repeat the details of my nightmare, and I sense that I’m talking to an actual qualified 
doctor, a real person. I wonder if I’ll be charged extra for a lengthy consultation.

When I finish describing my nightmare, she says, “You mentioned to my colleague 
that you become agitated when your daughter is out of your sight. Is this a daily worry 
for you?”

I regret that I described myself as agitated. I should have toned it down by saying, 
sometimes I feel a little tense. I recall stories of parents who become labelled as over-
anxious. I decide to lie. “No, certainly not daily. But I’d like to feel more relaxed,  
as I told your colleague. Children are so accident prone, aren’t they? But no, it’s not a 
daily worry.”

“Well, that’s good. I think it would be a good idea for you to embark on a series 
of visualisation therapies. Nip it in the bud. We’d tailor the scenarios to match those 
which cause you to worry. For example, if you start to feel anxious when your daughter 
leaves the house to play in the garden—” I swallow hard as danger words flash again 
through my mind: rose, thorn, soil, tetanus “—we can recreate the scenario in a 3D 
animated visual. And I, or one of my colleagues, can lead you through the animation, 
talk about your physical responses and emotional reactions.”

“Alice starts nursery in a few months time, and I’d like to prepare for taking her 
there and waving her off. Could you create an animation for that?”

“Yes. I’m sure we have something similar on file, which we can tailor. And we do 
have a visualisation set in a gestation clinic. For some parents, remote gestation proves 
to be quite a challenge. Perhaps if you’d told us sooner… It’s a shame you didn’t make 
your reservations clear at the time.”

Don’t push the blame on me, I say to myself. Remote gestation wasn’t my idea, 
and I did push back, stated my preference for a natural pregnancy. What did the ante-
natal doctor say? “Do you really think that’s the correct attitude?” 

But if I get into an argument, here, our contract might be refused next year.
“Maybe I need to work through the clinic scenario too. If it’s not too late  

to do so.”
“It’s never too late. It might help with your very specific nightmare.”
“Are these visualisations included in my family’s annual policy?”
“Let’s see your account.” She tells me she can allocate three or four of these 

sessions, “as long as your family has no significant medical needs for the remainder of 
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the contract.” And she concludes, “I strongly advise you to proceed because we don’t 
want you projecting your anxieties onto your daughter. Much as we need to sort this 
out for you, we must proceed in order to do what’s best for your child.” Once again, 
it’s not about me.

I hear Alice and Noah laughing as they reach the garden path, and before I reach 
the door, Noah pushes it open and I rush forward to help Alice out of her coat and 
shoes. She holds out her hands, palms down, and I peel off her gloves. She says, “I fell 
down when Daddy chased me. But it didn’t hurt.” She hugs me hard and I know she’s 
telling me not to worry.
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The house is just as I remember it, a Victorian mid-terrace with a tiny front 
garden laid to slabs and a front door that I know opens directly into the living room. 

I pause a moment too long; my sister is expecting me and she opens the door 
before I manage to knock. 

“Hey, Julia.”
“Steve.” Guarded, wary, her eyes flitting beyond me, checking the street. Julia’s 

never been comfortable with people and the wider world; always happier when that 
door is closed.

She’s skinny, her hair bottle-red, a little make-up around her eyes so that I know 
she’s made an effort. She looks much older than mid-thirties, but still better than last 
time I was here. Has it really been three years?

She steps back, lets me in, shuts the door with a heavy thud.
“Seen Mum recently?”
She shakes her head. Julia isn’t one for going out much.
“She sends her love to you and Billy,” I tell her.
“Tea?”
We move through to the small kitchen in the middle of the house in what used 

to be the dining room. With most of these terraced houses, the kitchen is in a narrow 
extension at the back, but that had been adapted for Billy years ago when he grew too 
big for Julia to get up the stairs.

While Julia fusses with kettle and cups, I take the place in. It really hasn’t changed 
at all: the jaded decoration, the sense of ordered clutter. Julia asks about my travels and 
I give her the potted summary – Venezuela, Guyana and Suriname, then Guatemala 
and Cuba this time – and I try not to read the same judgement I see in my mother 
whenever we meet, the contrast between the peripatetic life I lead and my sister’s 
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existence, anchored in the reality of an adult son with multiple needs.
“You seem... better,” I say, as we return to the front room with our drinks. Better... 

calmer, happier even.
Julia shrugs. 
“Billy doing okay?”
Another shrug.
“You need any help?” Money, I mean. Nothing practical. Again, I feel guilty that 

I never stick around and do more these days. 
A shrug, and this time a glimpse of a smile, perhaps because she realises she’s 

shrugging in response to everything I say. “It’s okay, Stevie.” She hasn’t called me that 
for years. “We’re doing okay, really. You don’t need to feel responsible – whatever Mum 
dodges saying.” Because our mother never says out loud what she can skirt around 
and imply with loaded subtexts. “We’ve got a new care package now,” Julia goes on. 
“It makes things a lot easier.”

I don’t press her on that; I’m just happy to hear that things seem to be on more 
of an even keel these days. Julia and Billy haven’t had it easy.

“Can I see him?”
Julia is instantly evasive, and then I finally twig. When she talks of a new care 

package, she doesn’t mean they have people coming here to the house to look after 
Billy. She’s moved him into a home. That must have been a hell of a decision for her. 
I tried unsuccessfully to persuade her of it last time I was here. Billy was sixteen by 
then, and must have weighed as much as two Julias. 

Again, I choose not to press. The details will emerge, and I can visit Billy in his 
new place. Talk to him like I used to, when we’d sit for hours and put the world to 
rights. 

The relief is evident in Julia, though, now that the tough choice has been made. 
She still, quite clearly, lives an existence shut off from the world, but I can see that the 
weight has been lifted from her shoulders.

We talk some more, Julia hungry for my tales of the wider world, and I wish I’d 
visited sooner. I’ve been back six weeks, and have been putting this off.

When Julia goes upstairs to the bathroom, I take our cups to the kitchen and fill 
the kettle. The door to the extension is shut, and I wonder what she’s done with Billy’s 
old room. Nothing, I suspect; she wouldn’t want people in the house to decorate or 
whatever.

Recalling those long talks we used to have, I go to the door, wrap my fingers 
around the cold handle, and finally open it.
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Inside, Billy’s bed has been replaced by what looks like a plastic coffin with curved 
contours. A pod, with a clear panel on the lid, and pipes and thick plastic-tied cables 
snaking out from either end. 

It takes a few seconds for my eyes to adjust to the gloom, and just as long for me 
to convince myself that what I’d seen at first glance is true, that my nephew Billy is 
lying there, apparently comatose, within that pod.

Julie has entered the kitchen, but doesn’t approach. I look back at her, then at 
Billy again. 

“It’s not what it looks like,” she says. 
And that’s when I realise: it’s not what it looks like – it’s worse. My initial 

assumption was that my nephew’s condition had taken a bad turn. I know his lifespan 
is going to be shorter than most, as the muscles deteriorate, the chambers of the heart 
weaken and balloon, the lungs start to fail. But Billy’s condition hasn’t worsened; 
this is a choice Julia has made for his care, the “new care package” she has arranged 
for him. I’ve seen stories about this kind of thing, but it’s always in Taiwan or Korea; 
seeing it here, tucked away in an English Victorian terrace is surreal, to say the least.

Julia puts her hand over mine, still on the handle, and as she draws the door shut 
I back out of the room.

“It’s all automated,” she tells me. “The pod monitors Billy twenty-four-seven. Billy 
is fitter and healthier than ever. He might live to fifty or sixty years old. Without it, 
with DMD as advanced as he has, he’d be lucky to see thirty.” 

“Automated? Is that how they keep the costs down?” I know how it works: private 
companies buy out care contracts from local authorities and offer equivalent care for 
the same price, making their profit in the margins. “Is Billy-in-a-pod cheaper to run 
than before?” 

I regret the words the instant I say them, and even though she tries not to react, 
I see the flash of anger on my sister’s features. “We can’t all afford to...”

Gad off around the world, avoiding my responsibilities. In that instant, Julia looks 
and sounds like our mother.

She softens, then. “It really isn’t as bad as it looks,” she says. “You should try to 
see it from our side. You can visit any time, you know.”

I stay in a guesthouse by the river, just outside the city centre, and go online to 
investigate a bit more, using the contacts I’ve built up over the years as a wandering 
journo. Billy is on the CareFree system – Putting the freedom back into care! as the 
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strapline says. The website and social media presences for the firm talk of personally 
tuned microhabitats and life system optimisation, with countless benefits for both 
carer and caree. Nowhere do they use the phrase life-support system, although all the 
tubes and wires most closely resemble that to me, bringing back painful memories of 
Skype and Zoom calls with our parents in Dad’s final days in intensive care.

Billy’s extra decade or two of life come at the price of putting him on mass-
produced, economies of scale life support. Not comatose, as I had supposed, but fed 
a constant randomised stream of ersatz “memories” and “experiences”, constructing 
a virtual life for him. According to the spiel, Billy will have a richer experience of life 
through these virtual streams than he would ever have had living in the back room 
of his mother’s Victorian terrace. 

According to some of my other sources, though, it isn’t so much a rich stream 
of experiences as the bare minimum of crude stimuli required to prompt the brain 
to produce the endorphins and serotonin and other neurotransmitters that would 
be released if Billy was really experiencing the sun, the fresh air, the sound of the 
sea. Enough to trick the body into staying healthy, and living longer – whatever that 
“living” might actually entail.

I’ve tried hard to be objective. To understand and identify the real benefits, 
although the main benefit seems to be that this is an economic and effective way to 
manage institutionalised care’s drain on the economy. I’ve done my best to accept 
Julia’s choice.

But I can’t. 
I’ve watched reports about the horribly limited existence of someone put in a 

pod. I’ve read the accounts of people who have escaped this new care regime. I’ve 
seen images, too, of so-called care homes in North Korea, the lifepods stacked high 
in warehouses of the infirm. At least that’s not happening here, and Billy remains in 
his own home, but still...

You should try to see it from our side. You can visit any time, you know.

“Billy? How are you doing?”
It’s easier if I close my eyes, try to shut out some of the virtual-reality overlays. 

Just concentrate on his voice.
Eyes open, and the sky is too blue, the grass too uniformly green, the trees indistinct 

and lacking any texture. It is a visualisation of what I had dreaded: fake imagery that 
does the bare minimum to fool the senses into responding in the right ways. A fake 
world they haven’t even bothered to render.
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“Uncle Steve! Mum messaged me to say you’d come. She doesn’t like to visit 
herself, it’s too outdoors for her.”

I smile, and wonder if Billy can see some kind of approximation of that smile 
rendered in his stream. Hearing Billy is more of a shock than anything: well-formed 
words, no hesitation, no drawing out of every syllable as he physically drags the words 
out of himself. But still Billy, after a fashion.

“Don’t worry, Billy. I’m going to get you out of here. Out of this.” Does he see my 
gesture? The sweep of the hand that indicates his ersatz reality?

There’s a long silence before Billy finally says, “Out? How...?”
Is that desperation in his tone? A prisoner suddenly glimpsing an escape he has 

never imagined possible? The sheer fakery of this virtual reality masks all the normal 
cues, but I know Billy. I recall that connection we had, the long talks, the bond.

“Out?”
I want to reach over and take hold of his hand.
“But why?”
I open my eyes, stare at the pixelated approximation of a human form that my 

brain won’t accept is my nephew. 
“Why?” I ask, struggling to catch up. “Because... this.” That sweeping gesture of 

the hand again. “A crude simulated virtual reality that looks as if it was built by a 
1980s video game designer.”

“I have a life. Memories. Experiences.”
“Mass-produced, the same superficial pap that’s fed to everyone in here.” I’d 

sampled some of the streams, the virtual-reality equivalent of the trashiest daytime 
TV, a torrent of superficial imagery, compiled from the cheapest sources possible. 
“They keep you ticking over, Billy. You have no life here.”

“And you do out there?”
I fall silent, still unaccustomed to this articulate version of my nephew. 
“You sit for hours on end watching formulaic TV and movies. You play your VR 

games. You do the same banal things on repeat in what you call normal life. And when 
you actually meet a real person, what do you talk about? The stuff you’ve watched 
and played. Why are my memories of experiences unexperienced any less valid than 
yours or Mum’s? Your reality is just as fake as mine.”

How to argue with that? Those aren’t Billy’s words, of course. I’ve seen versions of 
these arguments already. Billy is just parroting what he’s heard, spouting the CareFree 
company line. 

But what if there’s a truth in there?
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“I don’t live like that,” I counter. “I don’t watch endless TV. I don’t play VR games. 
I’ve seen the world. I’ve lived life.”

“You’re the exception, Uncle Steve, not the rule. Tell me my existence is any less 
rich than Mum’s. Or any less rich than the life I used to lead. Go on. Tell me.”

I can’t. I think of Julia, scared to go out into the world, scared to meet people, 
because her experience of people is that they have nearly always let her down. I think 
of Billy when I visited him last, his entire world consisting of the downstairs floorplan 
of that Victorian terrace: front room, kitchen, Billy’s room, and the cramped wet room 
beyond.

“There’s an alternative, Uncle Steve.” Billy’s words take a moment to sink through 
my self-absorbed reflection. 

“An alternative?”
“We all know this is a cut-price reality,” Billy went on. “But there are modules, 

building blocks, communication channels. There’s a community. Ways to build our 
own richness in.”

“How do you mean?”
“I have friends here who are linking up with other realities.”
“Other realities? You mean the real world?”
“Your world, not mine. Streaming it in for us to share. You could do that, too, 

Uncle Steve. And maybe you could persuade Mum to give it a go.”

A month later I’m in New South Wales, a hundred klicks down the coast from 
Sydney where a succession of wide bays notches the coast, vast expanses of Bush 
coming down to meet a strip of golden sand. Out in the bay, a school of bull rays 
mosaics the surface.

We’ve been swimming with the rays, face down in the clear water. Another world. 
Another reality. 

Me, Billy. Even Julia, overcoming her fear of outside because it’s not really outside 
at all, but about as inside as you can go.

I’m streaming through bodycam, motion sensors, tactile pads, body monitors. 
Sharing my world. Feeding Billy and Julia my experiences and responses. 

And I tell myself that this is good, that we three are sharing things we would 
never otherwise have shared. That Billy and Julia’s now-disparate worlds are richer 
than they would ever, otherwise, have been. And not that I am a part of the process 
that is leading my species into a future where it’s more efficient to disengage entirely 
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from the world, and each other.
“Just imagine,” a voice says in my head, and I realise I don’t even know if it is 

Billy or Julia speaking. “With all this... living like this... we might never have to meet 
again.”

It’s easier if I close my eyes, and focus only on the voice, but even then I find that 
I am losing track, losing touch, losing connection.
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I was taken to the ship on a private jetboat. The pilot smiled as she assisted me 
on board.

“Good evening. Enrico Calalang? How nice to welcome you to Global Line. Was 
everything acceptable with regard to your hotel?”

“Most acceptable, thank you.” I tried to convey the impression, which I’m sure 
was a failure, that as an insurance investigator, even a senior one, I was accustomed 
to staying in top establishments.

She bobbed her head. “I do hope the Princess Charlotte will also meet your 
expectations.”

“I’m sure it will.”
Over the years in which I’ve been involved in this industry, I have learned to 

discern the sound of wealth, and that sound is silence. The London Hilton Ten had 
been a hushed place. Since then I had been entirely insulated from the chaos of the 
city, from a peaceful night enveloped in maximum thread sheets, to the breakfast 
served to me by a smiling, unspeaking waitress. As though I, lost in my own banal 
thoughts, was too important to be bothered with the inconsequential chatter of lesser 
mortals. I suppose this is what it is like to be rich.

But I glimpsed parts of this ancient city that were less luxurious. Since the advent 
of stealthcare bills, as they’re not-so-humorously called, the Brits are rueing the day 
that they let the old NHS slip through their fingers. Last night, I’d overheard the 
hotel manager warning a new member of staff to take care not to let any of the med 
beggars into the garden compound (“they’ll only annoy our guests – I won’t put up 
with it, I tell you. Call the police if you see any”).

And now the Princess Charlotte was looming further down the Thames as the 
jetboat shot along the river. She was quite a small ship in comparison to some of the 
retirement vessels which circle the globe – floating palaces of luxury, filled with the 
wealthy, the elderly, and the ill. 
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“Nearly there,” the pilot said unnecessarily, over her shoulder. 
Once on board, I was whisked by a soft-voiced steward to my quarters. This would 

be my home for the next 24 hours, a complimentary cabin offered by Global Line. I 
had discussed this back at the office and we were not sure whether this was actually 
a bribe or not, but in the end we decided that we had few enough perks and I might 
as well accept it, as long as I declared everything properly on my expenses form. 

Once installed, I was served a fruit juice cocktail which I was unable to identify 
until I read the lengthy description which had been sent automatically to my phone. The 
ship’s system had logged into my wristband, detected some minor vitamin deficiencies 
(probably caused by a few long flights and too little sleep) and the cocktail was intended 
to supplement the lack. 

I sat down by the porthole in a comfortable chair, sipping my drink, and brought 
up the case file on my pad. I was familiar with the details but flicked slowly through 
the case notes once more.

Rosalind Lee. Age 74, born in Edinburgh, educated in Hong Kong, where she 
had spent much of her life. She was the wealthy widow of an Anglo-Taiwanese 
pharmaceutical CEO: a former scientist who had set up Buena Vista, one of the best 
known of the current set of global wellness brands. She had applied for residence on 
the Princess Charlotte three years previously, following the death of her husband, 
and had lived on the vessel ever since. Her application had been approved by my 
insurance company, according to the usual criteria: primary among these was a pre-
existing condition clause. I had read this many times but now I read it again. As was 
usual, it was customised: setting a higher premium on some conditions which are 
relatively easily treated, such as various forms of cancer, but it did clearly stipulate 
that some conditions would not be permitted under this policy. One of these was WIS 
– Wehlberg’s Inflammatory Syndrome. Mrs Lee had tested negative for all the early 
markers – not just in her annual medical checks, but also from the hourly readouts 
from her wristband over the course of her life – yet now she was positive for WIS. 

According to our medical staff, that wasn’t possible. Either she didn’t have WIS, or 
her earlier wristband readings had been wrong. But once they’d pinpointed the illness 
– one of the several underlying conditions that have turned out to be responsible for 
a lot of auto-immune diseases – the markers were actually clear, I understood. 

“Discovery of Wehlberg’s was a game changer,” Dr Pramasan, one of my medical 
colleagues, informed me. “You know about it, yes?”

I’d nodded. I remembered when it had been discovered, tying together all those 
vague symptoms from things like fibromyalgia to IBS, which a lot of doctors had 
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refused to accept even existed, decades ago. 
There’s no known way to falsify the readings on a wristband – so many hackers 

have tried, but they’re always found out. So we were presented with a quandary: had 
Mrs Lee committed an impossible fraud, did she have an impossible medical history, 
or was it some bizarre mistake? My company could have run the data through an AI, 
but the human touch is still valued – more to make the clients feel comfortable than 
anything else. 

I was to interview Mrs Lee later and get my own impressions of her. I was certain, 
though, that I had not made a mistake and neither had the medics who had studied 
it before me. Dr Pramasan had been clear. 

“There’s nothing on the readouts for over twenty years to indicate any issues. She’s 
been quite healthy, apart from an early indication of diabetes which obviously they were 
able to cure, and a couple of major viruses. But there are none of the markers for WIS.”

“And her readings would have picked it up?”
“Absolutely. Wristbands were brought in after they discovered WIS and all its cohort 

conditions and because it has been the cause of so many A-IDs, the WHO poured billions 
into getting it linked in.” 

I perused the reports again, wondering if I’d missed something. This attention 
to detail is part of what drew me to this work in the first place, but with it comes a 
simmering underlying anxiety which – well, that appears on my readouts, too, and 
if I didn’t take compulsory medication for it, then I wouldn’t be in my job for much 
longer. 

I didn’t think I’d missed anything. Time to interview Mrs Lee.
She was waiting for me in her cabin, along with a fluffy white dog. I asked her to 

authorise a temporary sharing agreement and she did so without demur. To put her at 
her ease, I joked about sharing the dog’s readouts, too: his band was in his collar. She 
laughed and my phone pinged in to let me know that the agreement had been verified 
and via my retinal implant I could now see her readouts scrolling down the air to my 
left. Elevated levels of adrenalin: she was nervous. But some people feel guilty if they 
even see a policeman. I could see the WIS markers, slightly lowered levels of calcium, 
blood pressure also rather high but she was medicated for that. She’d had no alcohol 
recently, but some caffeine. The cup of cooling tea in front of her could have told me 
that, though. 

“I wasn’t really sure what this was about,” Mrs Lee said. “I’ve always paid my 
premiums on time, and I’ve only ever made one claim before now. Is there a problem 
with my insurance?”
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I sighed. “I’m afraid there is. We have a – a discrepancy. You see, you’ve recently 
been diagnosed with Wehlberg’s, haven’t you?”

“Yes, that’s correct. I thought my insurance would cover it. Is that not the case?” 
Her hands played, agitated, in her lap.

“Well, usually it would, but the trouble is that WIS has to be a pre-existing 
condition, by definition, and your insurance cover explicitly rules that out. You’d 
need to have taken out a separate plug-in clause for WIS and cohort illnesses.”

“I can assure you it isn’t pre-existing.” She sounded distressed, but quite definite. 
“I’ve never shown any signs of it before.”

“The doctors say that this is unlikely, I’m afraid. In fact, you’d be a medical 
miracle. Look, Mrs Lee, no-one is accusing you of any kind of wrongdoing. There’s 
clearly been some kind of error, and we just need to pinpoint where it is.”

“But if you’re not going to cover it, I can’t get treatment, is that it? Or I can, but 
I’ll have to pay for it. I gather it could be extremely expensive.”

I had the impression that she was genuinely worried. But why? Because she’d 
somehow managed to initiate a major insurance fraud, or because there actually had 
been some kind of mistake? She seemed quite genuine, but I’d only just met her. Yet 
readouts will show indicators when people are lying: it’s not an absolutely precise 
science yet, but it’s pretty reliable. And there were no such indicators here.

“I’m sure this is just an error and we can sort it out. You might be able to get a 
covering clause for it, anyway – we might be able to get it written into the policy.” At 
a much higher premium. And only if she hadn’t made a fraudulent claim. 

“My husband lost a lot of money before he died, in the crash. He’d already sold 
his shares in Buena Vista but – well, to be honest, he wasn’t happy about that. He felt 
the board had pushed him out and he was very bitter – I feel it contributed to his final 
illness. I know this ship looks luxurious, but it’s actually cheaper than living on land 
for me.” She paused. “It’s a tax thing, you see. It’s the last thing he did for me.”

I nodded. Living aboard a luxury cruise ship had sounded expensive to me when 
I first came across the idea, and the sums involved still weren’t low – apartment cabins 
here cost several million – but there were multiple advantages. Including the large 
onboard hospital. If Mrs Lee had to fund her own treatment, it would be questionable 
whether it would be cheaper to do so on board or off: she would still need to pay, 
either way.

“Tell me about your husband,” I said, and she needed little encouragement.
“Oh, he was a wonderful man…”
The late Mr Lee had been many things, I reflected as she spoke, but ‘controlling’ 
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would have been the word that most readily came to my mind. When she had finished 
her account, I said, “It sounds like a long and marvellous relationship, Mrs Lee. Now, 
let’s talk about your wristband. Nothing’s ever gone wrong with it?”

“No, it’s the only one I’ve ever had.” She glanced at it with the rueful affection 
that we often devote to our lifetime wearables. “It’s been with me for years, since I 
was first fitted with it. My husband’s company were at the vanguard of bringing them 
out.”

Perhaps I should not have felt sorry for her and yet, I did. I believed her, but I 
still had a medical mystery to solve. At this point, a steward came to the door with 
a query of some sort and they went into the corridor, leaving me alone to study my 
surroundings. 

At the moment, I had an excellent view of Tower Bridge and the London skyline. 
But it was the photos on the walls that attracted my attention: hologrammatic images 
of Mrs Lee and family projected within ornate frames. There was a formal posed 
portrait at the centre, of a younger version of herself and a man whom I recognised 
from her files as her husband. Mrs Lee’s wristband was clearly visible. When I had 
seen it that morning, its subtle aqua tones had matched her smart blue suit, but in 
the portrait, it was a soft pink. The holographic image was quite large, but obviously 
it could be made larger… I took out my phone and, with care, took an image of Mrs 
Lee’s wrist, from several angles, moving around the image to get as full a picture of 
it as possible. 

Then I heard her coming back, so I sat down again and sipped my excellent coffee.
“…should be fixed now, but do let us know if you have any further trouble…”
“Of course. Thank you so much.”
I checked when Mrs Lee been issued with her wristband. As an older woman, 

she had not had one as a child, but had been fitted in adulthood. All this was clearly 
shown on her medical records but I listened to her reminiscences anyway. 

Back in my own berth, I wrote up my report and sent it in. Then I sent the images 
from the old hologram to a colleague in the imaging lab: if anyone could tell me the 
story of Mrs Lee’s bracelet, it would be Gilberto. Shortly after this, my phone pinged 
and I saw that he had responded: Will get right on it. What are you looking for?

I messaged back: I don’t know. Will a hologram show the QR and the rest of the 
codes?

Yes, it should do.
The symbols are too small for someone to see with the naked eye, though they’re 
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all over your medical records anyway. But Gilberto could play around with those 
images in all sorts of ways. 

After this I did some more paperwork and in due course was brought a nutritionally 
balanced, expertly prepared dinner. I still had not heard from Gilberto, so after dinner 
I poured myself a small Scotch from the berth’s mini bar, ignored the warning ping 
of my wristband informing me that I was about to imbibe a harmful substance, and 
watched the news. My Scotch would show on my readouts, but would not contribute 
to the points for a healthcare reprimand. And then I slept, the mattress configuring 
itself to an optimal shape for my slight lumbar problem and the room misting itself 
with a soothing combination of lavender and chamomile to minimise my chances of 
insomnia. 

In the morning there was still nothing from Gilberto. As I was finishing my 
croissant and contemplating more coffee, my phone finally pinged.

“Well,” Gilberto said. “This one’s been interesting! The QR and the other recog 
symbols are the same. But the band isn’t.”

“What?”
“I went for a full spectrographic analysis and I think the wristband in the photo 

is an earlier model. Made by Buena Vista, like the one she’s got now, and very similar, 
but not the same.”

“But there’s no indication that she had an upgrade and that would be clear from 
her readouts.” If you upgrade your device, it can only be done in a hospital that’s 
cliented to the wristband provider and you’re monitored the whole time, I reflected. It’s 
not like changing your phone. And not even that common: it’s not you who decides, 
but your provider, and most people keep their wristbands for the whole of their lives, 
as Rosalind Lee said she had done. Any software updates are done automatically. 

“Of course it would. She didn’t say anything to you about changing it?”
“No, on the contrary. She said she’d always had this one.”
“But she hasn’t.”
“So we’re dealing with fraud, then.”
“The thing is, Enrico, it’s so hard to do with these devices. You know that – they 

have to be as foolproof as possible because the stakes are so high. They’re incredibly 
difficult to hack, all the data goes straight to the Cloudscape, and you obviously can’t 
just take them off.”

We talked for a while further and Gilberto promised me that he’d stay on the 
case.

I had a number of options. 
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Mrs Lee’s wristband was the same one and the imaging results were wrong. 
Or she had some kind of sudden onset WIS, previously unknown to medical 

science.
Or she was lying and had perpetrated a fraud in order to claim for treatment 

which was ruled out by her insurance. 
Or someone had done it for her and she didn’t know. I wondered again about 

the late Mr Lee. If anyone was capable of hacking the system, it would be a scientist 
who led one of the companies who produced wristbands. Had he seen her readouts, 
noted the early signs of WIS and swapped her band? Surely, though, it would be easier 
simply to have changed her insurance and bought a higher premium with a clause 
that covered WIS? Of course it would. Even if he’d lost money in the crash he’d still 
been wealthy enough to buy his wife a permanent cabin on a retirement cruiser and 
our premiums aren’t that high. 

The only thing I could think of was that he had found a way to buck the system – 
perhaps his reasons were not even financial, I speculated wildly. A final gift, to release 
his wife from the system that he himself had helped to create? A final small revenge, 
by a controlling man against the corporation who had forced him out? Or a Trojan 
Horse to betray the woman who had thought him so marvellous a husband? Or was 
this common practice among the wealthy and we just didn’t know?

I was obliged to report Gilberto’s findings to my manager, and flew back home 
the next day. There were meetings to which I was not privy. I waited for several weeks, 
wondering whether Rosalind Lee would be charged, but nothing seemed to happen 
and after a while, I realised that I would never know for certain what had taken place. 
I made some discreet enquiries and found that Mrs Lee was still living on the Princess 
Charlotte, now cruising the Mediterranean. My own feeling is that her husband had 
replaced her wristband, but without her knowledge, for reasons unknown and that her 
bewilderment during her interview with me had been genuine. And I suspect that it 
was simply too embarrassing for both Buena Vista and my employers to face a scandal 
and to put the knowledge out there that medical records could be falsified. Especially 
if, as I had surmised, this was not unknown among the wealthy and powerful and 
they couldn’t risk that piece of information getting out. 

Six months later, just for the hell of it, I entered a company raffle. The top prize 
was a retirement berth, for two, on one of the ships owned by Global Line. My luck 
must have been in. It is on the Princess Louise, a sister ship to the Charlotte. My wife 
and I will be flying out next week, to inspect our new floating home. My wristband 
readouts show that I am very excited.
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12 It’s Her Turn
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I remind myself that Noah and I are each coping in our own way with Alice’s 
absence, so I need not feel guilty. For his part, Noah insists that we keep her bedroom 
door closed. He hates seeing her neat desk, the sure indicator that Alice has moved 
on. Whereas I love to spend time in her bedroom. In a minor act of subterfuge, I 
wait for Noah to leave the house and then I slip into her room, lie down on her bed 
and listen to the playlist. The one I made for her before she was born. The bedroom 
is chilly because there is little point in heating it while she lives away. But I wonder 
while listening to the songs—mostly sung by me, a couple by Noah—if I should air 
the room every Friday in case she springs a weekend visit.

Last night I reminded Noah that he and I were the same age as Alice when we 
left home. I never cast a backwards glance and I’m damn sure he didn’t either. 

“Keep a brave face, for her sake,” I said. “It’s her turn. She needs to make new 
friends, start new adventures like we did. And one day she’ll have her own stories 
to tell—adventures and mishaps.” He glared at me. “Yes, Noah, mishaps and funny 
stories to tell her friends and maybe her own children.” 

Over breakfast this morning, Noah blurted: “It’s two months today.”
I took a bite of my toast, noticed his slumped posture and wondered if he would 

feel better, more positive, if he stiffened his spine. I wiped my mouth with the back of 
my hand, and threw him a quizzical look as though I could not follow his meaning.

“Alice!” he said.
I reached across and took his hand. “Alice will open up our world. Wait and see! 

She’ll bring her friends home and draw us into her new life, wherever she ends up 
and whatever she ends up doing.” His head sank, chin to chest, but I persisted. “We’ll 
be part of that new world with her. She will not leave us behind.”

Mixed memories, listening to the playlist after all these years. Those high notes 
I can’t quite reach make me shake with silent laughter and I see myself placing my 
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hand on the baby bag, feeling her weight against my palm. And I recall the opening 
ceremony. The doctors called it the birth, but to my mind you can’t refer to the 
opening of a bag—unzip!—as a birth. For me, I think of my preemptive caesarean at 
twenty-two weeks as the birth, and the rest of her gestation in the hospital ward as a 
limbo. It felt like a punishment aimed at me, for getting pregnant at the ripe old age 
of forty-five. 

For the opening ceremony, I wore a new lightweight dressing gown with plain, 
sensible knickers underneath. The midwife unzipped the bag and lifted Alice out. 
I had asked if I could lift her out but, for insurance reasons, that was forbidden.  
They did not trust me. I lay back on the gurney and the midwife laid Alice on my 
naked chest. Overwhelmed, I told the midwife, and the doctor who had dropped in, 
to stand away. I remember murmuring, I’ve got you back, Alice. As though she’d been 
held hostage.

I won’t tell Noah I’ve been doing this—listening to the songs while lying on 
her bed. I like to curl up in a foetal position and I know this would freak him out.  
I’m completing the circle, it seems; she and I have switched positions. 

Noah and I rarely talk about my early dark days after the birth. Early dark years, 
in fact. And though we have wonderful memories of Alice growing up, learning to 
walk, learning to speak full sentences, there is always the memory of my anxieties. 
It goes unspoken that we made a mistake when we agreed to remote gestation for 
her sake, not mine. The separation anxiety I experienced when we left Alice in the 
gestation ward, the continuing anxieties I felt when we brought her home. I hated her 
being out of my sight. I bet it’s a newly classified phobia. Maternal separation anxiety 
as a result of pre-term foetal migration and gestation. Or some such.

I came through all that, thanks to the therapy. 
In the weeks before Alice left home, I felt confident I could navigate this new adult 

form of separation. In the event, her departure felled me for two weeks at least. I felt 
the old pain of separation like a muscle-memory. Constantly lightheaded, reeling as 
much as Noah at that point, I found it unbearable to see photographs of her around 
the house. I said to him, “You’d think it would help seeing pictures of Alice around 
the house, but it feels exactly the opposite.” 

He agreed. We collected all the framed photographs and placed them inside 
the living room sideboard. A few days later my palpitations eased and the dizziness 
stopped. Looking back, I think it helped that Noah needed my support, because this 
pain of separation was, in truth, a new experience for him. Whereas I knew the pain 
would pass, eventually. I had lived through it once and I would do so again.
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I lie on her bed and listen to my song about blue skies. I sang it for Alice before 
she knew anything about the world, my playlist being fed to her as she swam, or at 
least wriggled, in her artificial amniotic sea. And we chose this particular song to play 
while the midwife lifted her from the bag. I reckon Noah is the one who needs blue 
skies, needs to escape this house, this upstairs landing, the closed bedroom door.

We make a picnic together at the kitchen island, and I notice Noah placing three 
enamel cups in the rucksack instead of two. I don’t say anything. He will realise his 
mistake. Sure enough, he stalls and then removes one cup. I look away and cut two 
slices of cake.

“The fresh air will do us good, Noah. I think we need to get out more and go 
to new places like we’re doing today. We need new adventures, ourselves.” I want to 
avoid trips to favourite haunts because our memories of those places are too tied up 
with Alice. “You know, we could book an empty-nest therapy session. But maybe we 
should hold off until we’ve renewed the health policy. The premium might go up if 
they think we have ongoing issues.”

“Yeah, let’s wait.” 
I’m not sure he is paying close attention, so I press the point. “You know, I’d be 

happy for you to book a private session if you feel you need it.”
“Let’s see.” He fills the flask with black coffee. “I keep seeing her at the college 

campus—waving us away. You and me in the car park. She’s waving down to us from 
her tiny room. I mean, how can you look after a child for all these years and simply 
drop her off? Wave goodbye.” 

“It’s just the way of the world. They strike out.” 
Friends have told us not to worry. That once Alice has visited home two or three 

times, we will understand that the separation isn’t terminal. They know this because 
they’ve been through it themselves.

We set out for the coast, for the nature reserve near Dungeness, but before we 
reach the end of our street we turn back because we have left the binoculars at home. 
Then a second false start when I realise the flask of coffee is still sat on the kitchen 
island. We laugh at ourselves as we set off for a third time, and I sense this could be 
a silly, fun day. Yes, we need to stay silly. 

On the journey we talk over our holiday plans for the next year or two. Noah 
says, “I bet if I told Alice we were planning a week in New York, she’d be desperate 
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to come with us.” 
“True. But I thought we’d decided against air flights.” I kicked myself for nit-

picking. “She really likes train journeys, Noah. Let’s float the idea of taking a train to 
Paris and then onto Moscow. She’d be hopping mad if we went without her.” 

Noah is smiling. 

“We should do this more often,” he says. We sit at a picnic bench on the edge 
of marshland—a quick snack of coffee and cake before heading off on the nature 
trail. He sits with his elbows on the table and the binoculars held to his eyes.  
“Bearded reedling,” he says. “Male. It’s ringed on its right leg.”

“Oh! Tell me its journey.”
“Spotted at Lodmoor and Brading Marshes.”
He passes me the binoculars and I search the sky. 
“We haven’t used these binoculars much, have we? We don’t have a badge for fifty 

sightings yet. Thirty-eight so far, it says. Let’s try to nail it today.” I train the binoculars 
on the nearby long grasses.  “Oh look! A female bearded reedling. That counts as an 
extra sighting even though it’s the same species.” I capture an image.

Noah stands up and packs up the flask. “It’s a real tonic getting away from town. 
Much better than a stroll around the park, surrounded by other people.”

“Just takes a bit of forethought. We need to plan our weekends. Get out into the 
countryside. And, we don’t have to fit around Alice’s plans any longer.”

“She never expected us to fit around her,” he says. Noah has always leapt to her 
defence even if no criticism was intended.

“I know, but we did fit around her. Not that I ever minded.” I pass the binoculars 
back to Noah. “Come on, let’s win the badge. Eleven to go.”

An hour passes and we find ourselves within one sighting of our goal. So far 
most of the birds we have spotted are small creatures that flit through the marshland 
grasses. I plan to study our captured images when we return home so that I might, 
one day, recognise the birds without the prompts.

“What’s that? A heron? Look at the long legs,” says Noah, pointing into the sky. 
“Can’t be. Herons have bigger bodies. Oh wait, there’s a whole flock of them!”
He raises the binoculars and reads the ID info aloud. “Black-legged stilt. Brilliant. 

Our fiftieth species.” 
He turns and gives me a high-five. I’m pleased Noah spotted them. They seem so 

calm as they glide rather than fly, their long, pink legs trailing. But their cries sound 
rusty, inelegant. I laugh. “Is it me, or do they sound like bath toys, those squeaky 
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rubber ducks?” The stilts circle and settle out of sight in the marshland. “What’s the 
read-out?” I ask.

“One of the stilts is ringed. Last spotted at Cliffe Pools in Kent.” He fiddles with 
the buttons. “I’ve sent the image to Alice.”

A few minutes later I receive a message from her. Glad you are out and about. 
Then two minutes later. Are you home next weekend? In need of home cooking!

On the way home, super relaxed after the fresh air—three hours having flown 
by—I suggest we take up birdwatching as a shared hobby—for the pure pleasure of 
it—and attempt to learn a few of the bird songs. 

Noah is nodding, but I can tell his thoughts are elsewhere.
We travel in silence for ten minutes or so when he says, “Is this how it felt for you 

after Alice was born? You know, all the therapy you needed?” 
Tears well up, and I swallow. I turn to him without speaking, and he says, “I’ve 

only really understood during the past few weeks how you must have felt. I grasp it 
now. How you wanted Alice within reach all the time. I’m going through that now. 
My chest is hurting all the time and I keep thinking—where is she? Is she in danger? 
Does she even see the danger?”

 “It will ease up, believe me.” 
As we turn into our street, I say, “I think we should visit Cliffe Pools next. Follow 

the stilts’ migration route, see their other habitats. We should splash out and buy a 
second pair of binoculars.”

“Cheaper than private therapy,” he says. 
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